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1 Introduction

Recent evidence by Becker and Woessmann (2008, 2009, 2010) suggests that Protestant

regions had higher literacy rates, higher density of schools, higher primary school enrol-

ment, and a lower gender gap in education than Catholics in 19th century Prussia. Their

findings refine the famous hypothesis of Weber (1905), who argued that Protestantism

was conducive to economic development. Weber himself emphasized Protestant work ethic

and Protestant motivation to accumulate capital.1 By contrast, the evidence by Becker

and Woessmann points to the role of religious denomination for economic development

through its effect on education.

The analysis presented in this paper advances their hypothesis by shifting the focus

away from average effects of religious denomination on education towards the interaction

of religion with other sociocultural characteristics. We employ historical data from Swiss

districts during the second phase of industrialization. Our purpose is to identify under

which sociocultural conditions religious denomination does or does not matter for publicly

financed education and educational performance.

The long history of a direct-democratic political system in Switzerland allows us to

characterize the sociocultural environment by political attitudes, captured by employing

voting results of three historical federal referenda: on easing restrictions for civil marriage

held in 1875, on the “Factory Law” which imposed work regulations including the pro-

hibition of child labor in 1877, and on the re-introduction of the death penalty in 1879.

The issue at stake in these three referenda is that voting behavior reveals more or less

conservative or progressive political views. Support of civil marriage reveals a political

attitude in favor of secularization. The “Factory Law” introduced a progressive economic

reform revealing a non-conservative political attitude of its supporters, whereas support

1See Iannaccone (1998, p. 1474 ff.) for a critical review of Weber’s original hypothesis. Employing
contemporaneous data, Arruñada (2010) finds no indication that individual working hours are related to
religious denomination. However, Schaltegger and Torgler (2010) present evidence which suggests that
Protestants give higher priority to work when they are more religious and better educated. A new twist is
brought in by Doepke and Zilibotti (2008) who examine the evolution of Protestant values in interaction
with occupational choice. More broadly, Woodberry (2012) provides evidence for the relationship between
religious missions and democracy and argues that Protestants played an important role for modernization
in general with support of mass education being one important mechanism.
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Figure 1: Religious denomination (in 1870) and share of low performers (in 1875-79) in
conscripts’ tests; total and conditional on the results for the civil marriage referendum.

of the death penalty is generally associated with conservatism.2

The main hypothesis we advance in this paper is as follows: Although Catholic dis-

tricts show, on average, significantly lower public education spending per pupil and weaker

educational performance than Protestant districts, the role of religious denomination for

the educational production process is largely modified if one accounts for sociocultural

characteristics interacting with religion. The evidence suggests that Catholicism loses its

importance for educational production in a non-conservative milieu supporting seculariza-

tion and work regulations. Moreover, we find that religious denomination played a minor

role for educational outcomes when there was little support for the death penalty.

Fig. 1 illustrates the central message derived from our empirical analysis. The left

boxes show that the median share of low performers in the conscripts’ pedagogical exam-

inations3 is considerably higher in Catholic districts than in Protestant districts and even

2All referenda were accepted by small margins. However, there was a very large variation of voting
results across districts. (See section 4 for details.)

3To obtain the fraction of low performers in a district, we take annual data of the fraction of conscripts
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higher than the 75th percentile for Protestant districts. The difference between Catholics

and Protestants widens when we focus on those districts where the majority of voters

rejected the referendum on easing civil marriage (middle boxes). In contrast to this, how-

ever, in districts in which a majority approved the referendum on civil marriage (right

boxes) the relation between religious denomination and educational outcomes ceases to

exist. An evaluation of the votes on the Factory Law or the death penalty gives analo-

gous figures. In sum, the most distinctive result to the previous literature is our finding

that the beneficial effects of Protestantism are significantly weakened or non-existent in

a progressive and non-conservative milieu as reflected in results of federal referenda. We

provide evidence that this result holds with respect to the effect on public education ex-

penditure per pupil as well as the effect on educational performance for given levels of

school inputs.

Since the seminal work of Mincer (1958) and Becker (1964), there is a huge body of

research which aims to identify the determinants of educational success. In view of the

apparent importance of human capital formation for economic growth, it is not surprising

that, for instance, the results of the OECD Programme for International Student Assess-

ment (PISA) meets with considerable interest both from the research and the policy side.4

In Switzerland, at the turn of the 19th Century, there was a similar wave of interest in

education and performance, triggered by attempts to harmonize the cantonal education

systems (Zimmer, 2003). In 1874, the constitutional reform placed the responsibility for

primary education on the cantonal and municipal level, while nationwide quality control

remained an issue. To overcome the problem, the Federal Council tried to implement

an inspection system under federal authority. This attempt did not meet with general

approval and, in 1882, was rejected in a referendum. But as an alternative to the in-

spection system, the government could use the pedagogical examinations of conscripts

to effectively monitor differences in regional performance (Mattmüller, 1982). They were

based on standardized tests and covered the whole male population. The resulting marks

who failed a test in a given field (there were four fields tested) and average the numbers over both the
fields and the five years in the period 1875-79.

4The PISA studies assess scientific, reading and mathematical literacy in a three-yearly survey (2000,
2003, 2006...) of 15-year-olds in the principal industrialised countries. See www.pisa.oecd.org/.
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were published in annual rankings, debated, and subjected to inter-regional comparison.

We measure educational success by conscripts’ marks in the pedagogical examinations

on reading, essay, numeracy and Swiss history. Uniformity and comparability of results

were major priorities throughout the years of testing (Lustenberger, 1996). Our set of

explanatory variables includes numerous measures of public school inputs which have

been suggested by the literature on educational production, such as expenditure per pupil,

school capital per pupil, school weeks, pupil/teacher-ratio, teachers’ training, age, gender,

and length of service. The data set covers information on schools in 169 Swiss districts

for the years 1871/72, 1881/82, and 1894/95. Contemporaries emphasized the generally

high quality of these school statistics (Huber, 1897, Bundesrat, 1897).5

In addition, we are able to exploit information on pupils’ absenteeism from school to

analyze its effect on the results of pedagogical examinations. This allows us to separate

the effect of schooling from the “use of schooling” (school attendance). The analysis of

absenteeism leads to further new insights on the potential determinants of educational

outcomes. The evidence suggests that also with respect to school attendance Catholicism

matters only in a conservative milieu (i.e., is negatively related to absenteeism) while

playing a negligible role in a culturally progressive environment. Controlling for both

school inputs and absenteeism allows us to augment a standard educational production

function with religion and other sociocultural characteristics.6

Despite its smallness, Switzerland at the end of the 19th century is an ideal testing

ground to gain differentiated insights on whether and how the interactions between reli-

gious denomination and other sociocultural characteristics shape educational outcomes.

5Switzerland even received an award for their compilation of school statistics at the World Exhibition
1873 in Vienna (Gonon, 1999).

6Hanushek (1986, 1996, 2002) and Greenwald, Hedges and Laine (1996) review the literature on the
educational production function in the US. Woessmann (2005) provides a detailed account of evidence
fromWestern European countries. The reviews provide mixed conclusions about the effectiveness of school
resources in raising test scores. For instance, many OLS estimates with school level-data suggest that
raising school expenditure to lower the pupil-teacher ratio has little impact on test scores. As theoretically
shown by Lazear (2001), however, class size effects on individual test scores are biased towards zero when
behavior of students is not controlled for and low-performing pupils are put into smaller classes. In
our paper, this kind of endogeneity problem is substantially reduced due to the aggregate nature of the
data. Hanushek, Rivkin and Taylor (1996) argue that existing studies using state-level or district-level
data show higher effects of school resources on test scores. They also emphasize the need to control for
non-school district or state characteristics.
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First, there is a large dispersion of religious denomination. In our data set for the end of

the 19th century, the average fraction of Catholics and Protestants was 44 and 56 percent,

respectively. The standard deviation of the fraction of both denominations was large, at

about two fifth. In fact, some districts were purely Catholic and others purely Protes-

tant. Second, the fact that there exist four official languages allows us to capture cultural

diversity in another important dimension than religion. In addition to identifying inter-

action effects with political attitudes, we investigate how religious denomination interacts

with the (majority) language of a district to shape human capital formation. Third, the

direct-democratic system allows us to measure the degree of conservative or progressive

attitudes for the end of the 19th century by actual voting results on the referenda outlined

above. Fourth, thanks to the responsibility for primary school finance and tax authority

on the municipal level, we are able to exploit large variations in public school inputs. At

the same time, our measure of educational performance is derived from the nationwide

examination of conscripts in standardized tests.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief history of the education

system and the federal state in Switzerland, by emphasizing the debate on secularization

of public schooling. Section 3 provides the theoretical considerations from which we derive

our estimation model. We describe the data in section 4 and discuss correlations between

important variables. Section 5 discusses the estimation strategy and provides the main

results. We separate several channels through which sociocultural factors have an impact

on human capital formation: via public education expenditure, via school attendance,

and through learning effort at home. The last section recapitulates the main conclusions.

2 A Brief History of Education and the Federal State

in Switzerland

2.1 The Reformation Period

At the time of the Reformation, the Swiss Confederation consisted of 13 semi-autonomous

regions (after 1513: Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Lucerne, Zurich, Glarus, Zug, Bern, Fri-
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bourg, Solothurn, Basle, Schaffhausen, Appenzell). In addition, there were the Mandated

Territories (Untertanengebiete) under joint administration, and the allied states (zuge-

wandte Orte), such as St. Gall, the Raethian Leagues in Graubünden, and Geneva.

The two councils at Constance (1414-1418) and Basle (1431-1449) were important

events putting Swiss scholars in touch with European Humanism. In connection with the

Council of Basle, the university was founded in 1460, and became “[t]he most significant

point of contact for the future reformers” (Gordon 2000, p. 86) and the intellectual

center, hosting the eminent humanist Erasmus (Bietenholz, 2005). The Reformation

in the German speaking part of the Confederation was initiated 1522-23 in Zurich by

Huldrych Zwingli, who started to preach in 1519 against mendicants and the mercenary

service, challenging Lenten fasting and clerical celibacy. As Gordon (2002, p. 49) states,

Zurich as starting point of the reformation cannot be explained by economic and social

preconditions, but the presence of Zwingli was central: “Nothing about Zurich, its urban

or rural conditions made it more or less propitious for a reformation than any other

middling city of the empire. [...] The decisive element was the personality and preaching of

Zwingli.” In 1525, important reforms took place which placed Zurich outside the Catholic

church (poor relief, the Lord’s Supper, baptism and marriage; see Gordon, 2002, p. 68).

After 1524, the Reformation started to spread throughout the Confederation. The

success in a community depended on convincing the magistrates, because they had the

control over the religious life. Moreover, success also depended on the availability of an

able and convincing preacher (Gordon, 2002, p. 86/88). The Five Inner States (Fünf

Orte) remained catholic (Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden) or rejected existing reform move-

ments (Lucerne, Zug). St. Gall, Appenzell, Bern, Schaffhausen, and Basle adopted

Reformation between 1524 and 1529. In order to preserve peace, many communities were

allowed to follow the example of Appenzell to adopt or reject the Reformation by majority

vote. The Kappel Wars 1529-1531, starting as a fight between Zurich and the catholic

cantons mainly over the control of the Mandated Territories, stopped the spread of Refor-

mation. The Second Territorial Peace ending the wars allowed converted communities to

remain protestant, but catholic minorities had the right to practice their faith: “Crucially,

Catholics in Reformed areas were protected, while no such protection was extended to the
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evangelicals” (Gordon, 2002, p. 134). In the french speaking part of the Confederation,

the Reformation started later, with Neuchâtel in 1530, and 1535-1536 under John Calvin

and Guilaume Farel in Geneva. A territory late to become protestant was the Pays de

Vaud in 1536 (occupied by Bern), and in Graubünden, it took until the 1550s.7

2.2 Early Secularization Movements and Public Schooling

As it is true for most of the countries in Europe, public schooling in Switzerland is rooted

in ecclesiastical institutions installed mainly during the Reformation period. During the

religious conflicts between the Reformed and the Catholic cantons, education remained

predominantly dogmatic. Only after the end of the confessional wars in 1712, and in the

context of ongoing economic and social changes did the dogma lose ground. Upcoming

natural sciences, industrialization and expanding international trade challenged the tra-

ditional social structure in Switzerland. The Protestant doctrine with its focus on the

worldliness of human beings was less troubled to implement these developments into its

system of belief. Consequently, the Protestant schools increasingly secularized their cur-

riculum from mid-18th century. In the school domain of Zurich, for example, even pastors

themselves suggested teaching of arithmetic, bookkeeping, geography and Swiss history

(Osterwalder, pp. 239-242).

The revolutionary French army occupied parts of Switzerland beginning in 1797. This

occupation led to the foundation of the Helvetic Republic, structured under Napoleon’s

influence. Among other important reforms was the modernization of the school system,

which was initiated by Philippe Stapfer, the minister of education. The implementation

of these reforms turned out to be difficult or even impossible, due to financial constraints,

the hardships caused by the French occupation and the subsequent political instability of

the Republic (Grab 2003, pp. 115-117). After Napoleon’s downfall in 1814, the allies of

the 1815 Vienna Congress granted Switzerland’s neutrality as they were interested in a

neutral state in the middle of Europe. Although some of the reform ideas shaped during

the Helvetic Republic and its aftermath survived, the Federation was organized along the

7The confessional majorities stayed unchanged until our observation period, with the exception of
Geneva, where in 1880, the share of the two confessions was 50 per cent each (Historical Statistics of
Switzerland Online, www.fsw.uzh.ch/hstat, Tab. B.27).
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principles of the pre-revolutionary era, similar to the Restauration in the rest of Europe.

It took another 15 years of political stagnation and domination of the traditional patrician

system before the new ideas finally won recognition in broader parts of the population.

In the 1830s, building the state and its welfare on the sovereignty of the people promoted

the notion that education of the citizens was a basic requirement for its functioning and,

accordingly, was one of its key tasks. Reading was taught with the help of systematic

spelling books instead of the catechisms. To enhance the capability of teachers, several

cantons opened new teacher training seminars in the 1830s, and then again in the 1850s.

Out of them, a new generation of liberal teachers emerged, sometimes as a direct op-

ponent of the local clergyman. Also financial restrictions of the municipalities delayed

educational investments like higher teachers’ salaries and the building of new school loca-

tions. Opposition against school reform rose from different sides: rural families depended

on the workforce of their children, as did various factory owners. Moreover, many parents

feared the alienation of their offspring by the influence of a school. Finally, members of

both the catholic and the protestant church harshly criticized the secularization of ed-

ucation (Meyer, Felder, Wacker, 2005, p. 56f), which they viewed as a threat to their

own traditional goal of education, i.e. the moral and religious instruction of their fellow

believers.

In the 1840s, tensions between the economically successful and progressive cantons

on the one hand and the economically and socially backwards, conservative cantons on

the other hand were growing. As a result, the extreme positions won recognition - the

radicals on the liberal side and the political supporters of Rome and catholic Austria on

the conservative one. After several provoking incidents on both sides, two attempts of

liberal franctireurs to overthrow the conservative government failed in 1844 and 1845. As

a defense against further attacks and to secure their sovereignty, the catholic-conservative

cantons of Lucerne, Uri, Schwyz, Nid- and Obwalden, Zug, Fribourg and Valais founded

the alliance of the so-called "Sonderbund" in 1845. In case of a future conflict, they

would be able to elect a council of war with far-reaching privileges, and already sought

financial support of the catholic states like Austria, France and Sardinia. The radical

cantons regarded the Sonderbund as a breach of the Federal treaty and demanded its
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withdrawal. Only after the radicals gained power in Geneva (1846) and St Gall (1847) did

the Federal Diet (Tagsatzung) finally obtain the necessary majority for the dissolution of

the Sonderbund. As the cantons of the Sonderbund still refused to do so, the Federal Diet

decided to intervene militarily. After only 26 days of warfare, the conservative cantons

were defeated by the Federal Diets’ army, and new governments installed (Meyer et al.,

2005, pp. 60-62).

2.3 Education and the Federal State

2.3.1 The 1848 Constitution

The new representatives mostly supported the revision of the 1815 Treaty between can-

tons. The Federal Diet elected a reform commission who started its work in February

1848, shortly before the outbreak of the 1848 revolutions all over Europe. The major

foreign powers who earlier had threatened to intervene before were now weakened them-

selves. The Federal Diet’s commission used the window of opportunity by creating a new

constitution within only eight weeks. The commission consisted of members of the can-

tonal governments or persons experienced in administrational and judicial matters, who

tended towards pragmatic resolutions. The new constitution clarified the competencies

and sovereignty of the Federal State and the cantons, securing a more unified structure

within the state and a stronger position towards foreign countries. The cantons kept their

sovereignty in most crucial areas such as civil and criminal law, the police and military

corps, trade and crafts legislation, and the education sector.

The 1848 constitution introduced universal suffrage in Switzerland; however, only the

male part of the Swiss citizens was eligible to vote. Additionally, there were several

reasons for exclusion from voting rights like insolvency, tax debts, blindness, deafness

and insanity. Also excluded were convicts, indigent people as defined by law, individuals

banned from entering taverns, persons under tutelage and beggars (Hangartner, 1994,

p. 138). Some cantons requested the payment of a small poll (Zurich, Glarus, Zug) or

a head tax (Geneva, Schwyz, Grison, Obwalden, Uri, Schaffhausen, Aargau, Thurgau);

see His, 1938. Regulation of voting age was in the competence of the cantons (Poledna,
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1988, p. 216). Until the 1970s, the minimum was 20 years (Poledna, 1988, p. 224),

for some groups, for example unmarried men in Ticino, as high as 30 years (De Biasio,

1992, p. 149, Tab. 2). According to Aubert (1974, p. 96), only 22 percent of total

population was eligible to vote in 1880, and 23 percent in 1900.8 Still, given the period

under analysis, the Swiss democratic system was progressive compared to other European

countries (Hangartner and Kley, 2000, p.41).

2.3.2 Conservatism

After the founding of the federal state in 1848, conservatism took some time to (re)gain

some influence in the political arena. “What characterized Conservatism during this pe-

riod was its anti-modernist opposition to Radicalism” (Altermatt, 1979, p. 591).9 Consis-

tent with the distinction between religious denomination and political attitudes assumed

in this paper, Altermatt (1979) argues that political conservatism did not again manage to

unite along denominational lines. “Conservative alliances between 1875 and 1890, whose

composition frequently altered from ballot to ballot, were by and large broadly negative,

united more by common rejection of the Radical programme than any agreed platform of

their own” (Altermatt, 1979, p. 595). Similarly, not religious denomination alone mat-

tered for the public debate and policy action on education and secularization. Usually,

the liberal thinkers of both denominations supported separation of religious instruction

and other subjects, which was no longer based on learning the catechisms by heart but

on understanding them and being thus better able to adopt them. The discussions of

the weakened church authorities were mainly kept within the two denominations, uniting

the liberal factions of both if possible (Späni, 1999, pp. 305-312). Conservative Protes-

tant priests opposed liberal promoters of educational reforms, and liberal Catholics faced

conservative forces against educational reform. In the public debate about secularization,

for instance, the editors of a conservative Catholic periodical explicitly warned against

8To put this figure into perspective, the share of males older than 20 years in total population was 27
to 28 per cent (Historical Statistics of Switzerland Online, www.fsw.uzh.ch/hstat, Tab. B8.a).

9Contrary to the general conservative movement in Europe, Swiss Conservatives were not anti-
democratic, however. They rather “worked to extend plebiscitary participation in the political progress”,
based on the direct-democratic tradition in some of the cantons of the old Confederacy (Altermatt, 1979,
p. 591).
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liberal Catholics while speculating that conservative Protestants may be allies — though

unreliable.10

2.3.3 The 1874 Constitution, Direct Democracy and Public Schooling

In some cantons, members of the radicals developed into the so-called “democratic move-

ment”, which — first on a cantonal level — demanded direct-democratic public rights such

as referendum and initiative. The democratic movement also wanted the state to take

various sociopolitical measures against the difficult economic environment in the 1860s,

which were marked by inflation, high credit interests and bankruptcies. Among those

measures was free schooling, which ought to enable every citizen to execute his political

rights and ease the social problems the process of industrialization caused. The radi-

cals’ and democrats’ proposals, supported by the bourgeoisie of smaller towns and rural

areas, brought about democratic constitutions or direct-democratic elements in several

cantons in the 1860s, which then stood in opposition to the representative system of the

federal state. Accordingly, a revision of the federal constitution became more and more

exigent. The idea of introducing civil marriage (and civil registration in general) added

a component of the concurrent Kulturkampf (struggle between state and church) to the

discussion about the revision. The revised constitution was rejected in 1872 not only by

the conservative Catholic population but also by the federalists of the French-speaking

part of Switzerland, who regarded certain postulations as too centralistic and feared a

dominance of the German speaking part. As the proponents of a revision were re-elected,

a new proposal was soon elaborated, diminishing the centralistic measures, but strength-

ening elements of the Kulturkampf. In 1874, it was accepted by a large majority, with the

exception of the conservative catholic cantons. It constituted the basics for a uniform legal

practice, fixed freedoms of establishment, religion, trade, business and political rights for

all citizens, and introduced the referendum as a direct-democratic instrument and as a

10In a memorandum proposing the formation of a "catholic-conservative cantonal, district, and mu-
nicipal committee" against the further secularization of the constitution, they emphasize: "We have so
far referred to the conservative-catholic politicians only; from the liberal Catholics we actually do not
expect anything [...] Conservative, honest thinking Protestants [...] are isolated and without influence
on the public life and goings [...] unless it could be achieved to unify the conservative and truly acquies-
cent Protestants in order to prevent an irreligious direction of the revision of the federal constitution".
(Schweizer Blätter, 1871, p. 353f., own translation)
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compensation for further reaching competencies of the federal state, which among others

were introduced in the military area and in education (Meyer et al., 2005, pp. 82-86).

The latter two must definitely be seen in the light of the victory of Prussia over France,

attributed to the brilliantly organized Prussian army consisting of well-educated soldiers.

The Prussian victory was often attributed to the Germans’ well-established school system,

and served as a contemporary argument in favour of a reform of Swiss education. The new

direct-democratic instruments demanded a minimum of education for every citizen as well.

Moreover, the freedom of establishment and of religion required neutral schools (Criblez,

1999, 340f.). Accordingly, the article about education in the constitution of 1874 fixed

four points of regulation: First, widely accepted and already being introduced in many

cantons earlier on, mandatory schooling: Although schools had been established all over

the country in the 19th century, absenteeism was still a common problem. One difficulty

was the employment of children in the factories, which was to be repressed by compulsory

education. Second, as schooling was compulsory and constituted a public need, it had

to be free of charge. Again, not much opposition arose against this point. The most

discussed matter was the third one, namely state control, i.e. the total secularization of

education. Whereas the promoters of a religiously independent school wanted to exclude

clerics from teaching, or even from every office concerning education, their opponents

argued that experience with teaching nuns, for instance, had been very positive. The

National Council finally referenced neutrality on the contents of schooling, and not on

the persons teaching. Implementation and control of minimal standards constituted the

fourth regulating principle. It was viewed as another attack against the conservative

catholic cantons. The federalists did accept minimal standards, but opposed the idea of

the federal state as the controlling institution, insisting on the cantonal sovereignty in the

area of education. The climax of the Catholics’ and Federalists’ resistance against federal

control of education was the 1882 referendum against a federal office of education, dubbed

polemically “Schulvogt” (school reeve) by its opponents (Mattmüller 1982, pp. 402-403,

Criblez 1999, pp. 348-352).

The federal departments found two independent means to collect statistical data on

education, however: pedagogical examinations of recruited conscripts on the one hand
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and statistical publications representing the situation of Swiss education on the occasion

of several national and international exhibitions on the other (see section 4 for details). As

discussed by Zimmer (2003), both collections can be placed within a framework of national

and international developments such as industrialization, nation-building, secularism and

political dynamics such as the Franco-Prussian War.

3 Theoretical Considerations

We consider primary education. Even though primary education was compulsory in

Switzerland during the time period under consideration, there was apparently signifi-

cant discretion by pupils or parents in choosing school attendance, as revealed by our

data.11 We account for this by endogenously explaining absenteeism. Moreover, human

capital acquisition in schools may be complemented by efforts at home (learning efforts

of pupils and parents’ support). In sum, households (of parents and pupils) can influence

educational production by voting over the level of public expenditure, by school atten-

dance and by home efforts. The following theoretical model of human capital formation

accounts for these three channels and forms the basis of our estimated model. First, we

characterize the outcome of the education system by analyzing economically optimal be-

havior of the representative household with respect to the three variables public school

expenditure, school attendance and home effort. Then we extend the model to account

for religion effects and other cultural attitudes. Our theoretical considerations take into

account the public budget constraint for educational spending, which is important for

interpreting our empirical results.

3.1 Educational Production

Human capital, , depends on school quality, , on home efforts, , and on school atten-

dance,  ≡ 1 − , where  is the fraction of teaching time that a pupil is absent from

school. While  represents the supply of educational services by schools, attendance 

11Compulsory schooling was introduced on a national level in 1874. Thus, regarding the time period
under consideration, compulsory schooling had not yet become a matter of course and enforcement was
partially imperfect.
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reflects the use of school services by the household. Absenteeism reduces the effective use

of school services one to one. Private effort  captures, for instance, the support of parents

for the education of their children at home. We assume that home efforts complement

the used school services, , according to a Cobb-Douglas function

 = 1−κ []κ , 0  κ  1 (1)

The quality of education provided by schools depends on school inputs. We do not

distinguish between classes and school, and assume that school inputs are the same for

each pupil within a district. In our data set, the observable school inputs are the number

of school weeks per year, , the number of pupils in a class, , and capital costs (e.g.

for school buildings) per pupil, . We also observe a vector T of teacher characteris-

tics including formal education, gender, age, and experience of a teacher. In addition,

unobserved variations in school inputs may affect school quality. For instance, teacher

efforts or the quality of school managements can vary across districts. In our data, we

do not observe teacher remuneration aggregated at the district level to account for such

effects. However, we have data on total public spending per pupil, . This allows us to

infer the proportions of spending on unobserved inputs from the public budget constraint.

The spending explained by observable inputs is given by the sum of capital and teacher

costs.12

 +
 (T) · 


≡ (z), (2)

where  (T) represents the wage component (for a teacher per school week) related to

observable teacher characteristics, T. z = ( T) is the vector of observable school

inputs (including the observable teacher characteristics). We assume that the share of

spending which is not explained by observable inputs works like a quality augmenting

factor. For instance, additional spending on teacher wages induces more able individuals

to choose the teacher occupation, or, reflecting standard efficiency wage arguments, may

trigger higher effort provision and less turnover of teachers. Formally, let (z) be the

12We implicitly assume that extending school weeks, , is consequential for the public budget only
through affecting wage costs for teachers. Also note that the inverse of class size, 1, is the number of
teachers per pupil.
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technology relating observed school inputs to output of school services per pupil. Then

the school quality, , reads as

 = (z) (1 + ) , (3)

where

 =
 − (z)

(z)
(4)

is the ratio of unexplained to explained school expenditure. Using this in (1), we have

 = 1−κκκ (z) , (5)

 (z) ≡ [ (z) (z)]κ . In sum, the effect of school resources on human capital can be

decomposed in two factors: The level of resources available to schools, given by public

school spending , and the expenditure structure according to which total expenditure is

distributed over different inputs. The latter factor is captured by z. Given the allocation

on the observed inputs, z, school expenditure  positively affects school quality and thus

human capital . For a given , its allocation on inputs z potentially affect school quality

 and human capital in two opposing ways. For instance, higher capital spending per

pupil positively affects  since it leads to a better learning infrastructure in school (this

is reflected by (z)). However, for a given per pupil expenditure , it goes along with

a reduction in other inputs, including the unobserved inputs, and thereby may impede

school quality.13

3.2 The Economic Determinants of Educational Production

At first, we characterize the provision of education if household behavior is based on

purely economic considerations. This means that the only motive for acquiring human

capital is its potential to generate income. Assume that the gross income earned by an

agent with human capital  equals , where  reflects the state of development of the

13Similarly, although a higher class size () leads to a deterioration of the learning environment (e.g.
Lazear, 2001), it also allows to pay higher wage rates for teachers when holding the other school inputs
constant, thereby possibly raising school quality by increasing teacher quality. Similar arguments apply
to school weeks ().
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considered economy. (In the empirical analysis, we assume that  is negatively related

to the agricultural labor share in a district.) Then, the representative household’s net

income is given by

 = − . (6)

For acquiring  the household incurs, in addition to the cost of public school inputs, effort

 at home and the effort required for school attendance, . We assume that total effort

costs are given by

( ) =  [+ (1 + )] , (7)

where   0,  ≥ 0. One straightforward interpretation is that  and (1+) is the time

spent on home effort and attendance, respectively. Parameter  captures the distance of

a pupil to its school, where a larger  raises (time) costs to attend school. The economic

preferences of the household are given by the utility function:14

 = log()− ( ). (8)

In sum, for a given public expenditure level , the representative household of a district

chooses home support  and attendance  by solving

max subject to (5)-(7). (9)

Moreover, as a voter, the representative household chooses  according to (9). While the

level of public school expenditure is determined by the voters, the allocation of school

budgets on the different school inputs is controlled by the school administration. The

voter takes the structure of inputs given. To fix ideas, we assume that the voter observes

input vector z before voting over the school budget  and can infer the expenditure

structure from z.15 As a result, education in a district is characterized by the following

14We did the analysis for more general cost and utility functions. The essential results remain valid.
More specifically, we considered the following specifications:  () = 

£
 + (1 + )

¤
   0 1 ≤ 

and  = ()−  ()  0  0 00()  0.
15This is possible if expenditure shares and input prices are invariant with respect to the scale of

educational production. Formally, let  denote the scale of educational production and z0 be the vector
of the weights of the different inputs. Then (z) = (z0) and (z) = (z0). Thus,  = (z) =
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properties.

Proposition 1 Assume that educational production is determined by economic motives

according to (9). Then, i) absenteeism () increases with distance to school (), whereas

home effort () is invariant with respect to distance. ii) Public expenditure per pupil ()

is positively related to the state of economic development ().

Proof: Appendix A.

Part (i) shows that effort allocation of households changes in favor of school attendance

if the distance to school declines. The fact that home support doesn’t depend on distance

to school ensures that educational performance − given by (5) − is unrelated to  after

controlling for absenteeism ( = 1 − ) and per pupil spending (). Part (ii) predicts

that school expenditure per pupil is higher in economically more advanced districts than

in less developed districts.

3.3 Accounting for Cultural Attitudes

To account for the fact that cultural attitudes may play a role in the education system,

we extend household preferences by two components and assume that utility is given by

 =  +  log()− (1−),   0   0 (10)

The term  log() captures the (culturally rooted) value assigned to education. For in-

stance, all other things equal,  may be higher in a Protestant district than in a Catholic

district, possibly reflecting a specific form of Weberian Protestant ethic which affects effort

provision in education.16 More generally,  is a function of the sociocultural characteris-

tics of a district. Besides religious denomination, the values captured by the results from

the political referenda can affect education. In the empirical analysis, we are particularly

interested in the question on how political attitudes revealing liberal or conservative val-

ues modify the role of religious denomination on absenteeism, home support and school

 [(z)(z)]κ =  [(z0)(z0)]
κ .

16In Switzerland, at the time we consider, almost everybody was either Catholic or Protestant, and
the distribution of the share of Catholics across districts centered close the extreme values 0 and 1.
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expenditure. Conservative political views are reflected in the support of the death penalty

whereas liberal views are reflected in the support of civil marriage (secularization) and

progressive work regulations. Cultural differences between districts may also be related

to language (German, French, Italian and Rhaeto-Romansh in the Swiss context) or,

importantly, to interactions between religious denomination and political attitudes. In

the empirical analysis, sociocultural district characteristics are represented by vector x;

formally,  = ̃(x ).

The term (1−) captures heterogeneity in the attitude towards school attendance.

One reason for variation in this attitude may be heterogeneity in internalized norm com-

pliance. Other reasons are different “cultures” of sanctioning absence from school, or

that people from different backgrounds react differently to sanctions. For instance, cler-

ical teachers may be stricter than laypersons; pupils may fear male teachers more than

females; punishments in Catholic districts or in rural environments may be harder than

in Protestant or urban districts; or respect of authority and obedience differ across mi-

lieus. We account for such differences in the simplest possible way by assuming that the

disutility of absence is proportional to absenteeism,  = 1−. Parameter  ≥ 0 reflects
both the strength of sanctions and the fear of sanctions. As the examples showed,  may

vary with both school characteristics, in particular teacher characteristics, and non-school

characteristics of a district. Formally,  = ̃(x z ). Under the preferences represented

by (10), private effort, attendance and educational performance are biased as follows -

compared to the optimal program based exclusively on the economic values of human

capital.

Proposition 2 If educational production is determined by economic and cultural motives

according to (10) we have in addition to part (i) and part (ii) of Proposition 1 the following

effects: i) Home effort is increasing in  and invariant with respect to . Absenteeism is

decreasing in both  and . ii) Spending per pupil is positively related to home support

and school attendance and therefore also rises with  and, if there is absenteeism, also

with . In addition, an increase in  has a direct positive effect on .

Proof: Appendix A.
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Part i) shows that heterogeneity in the cultural attitudes towards schooling leads to

a bias in private effort allocation. Part ii) shows how cultural motives can affect school

expenditures. A positive  means that absence from school has “cultural” costs - for

instance, stricter sanctions of absenteeism by teachers or more respect of discipline. In

contrast, a positive  reflects cultural attitudes which attribute a positive value to hu-

man capital, in addition to its economic value. According to part (i), school attendance

rises with both higher sanctions for absenteeism and a higher value assigned to educa-

tion. Home effort is positively related to the latter but does not depend on the former.

Religion, political values and other sociocultural characteristics can affect the outcome of

the education system through home effort, school attendance and expenditure in different

directions. For instance, in Protestant districts, the economic determinants of educational

choices may be associated with a positive cultural valuation of human capital, whereas

in districts with many clerical teachers respect of discipline may be high regardless of

the value of human capital. According to Proposition 2, in the first type of district, we

should expect better educational performance through higher home effort (part i) as well

as higher public spending (part ii) than in a Catholic district, especially if these Catholic

inhabitants hold conservative political values (see introduction). In the later type of dis-

tricts, we should expect high school attendance (part i). As this implies more use of school

services, also the willingness to pay for school services (and therefore ) may rise, ceteris

paribus (part ii).

4 Data

4.1 Pedagogical Examinations

As the output measure of primary school performance, we use the results of the peda-

gogical examinations of conscripts at the district level (five year averages) for the periods

1875-79, 1885-89. and 1899-1903.17 The pedagogical examinations of conscripts had been

introduced in several cantons as early as the 1850s to check the efficiency of their school

systems. The idea of surveying the output of education definitely won recognition with

17Data sources are provided in Appendix B.
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the introduction of those early cantonal examinations (Lustenberger, 1996, p. 25-34; Lus-

tenberger 1999, p. 364f). The new federal constitution of 1874 demanded “adequate”

education, but provided no legal background for controls by the federation. The only

means to check the cantonal education systems was to implement pedagogical examina-

tions in the military service, which was compulsory for every male citizen. With the

new constitution, the federal state had also received more competence in the military

sector. It immediately installed a new military law providing standards for the different

branches of service, including a paragraph with rules for the pedagogical examinations.

With few exceptions, recruits had to undergo a standardized test in four subjects: read-

ing, essay-writing, mathematics (written and oral) as well as knowledge of Swiss history

and constitution (Zimmer, 2003, p. 181). In the first four years (1875 to 1879), the grades

ranged from 1 (very good) to 4 (poor), and thereafter from 1 to 5. Those recruits who

did poorly in more than one subject (i.e. marks 4 to 5) were compelled to take repetition

courses during military training.

We measure educational performance by the share of low performing conscripts, which

is the simple average over the four subjects tested of the fractions of those who failed

the test. However, we confirmed that our main conclusions are robust to two alternative

performance measures: first, the use of the share of high performing conscripts (the simple

average over the four subjects tested of the fractions of those who had "good" and "very

good" test results) and, second, the average grade reached by conscripts in a district.

Focussing on low performers reduces the potential bias which may arise from the fact

that the best pupils attended secondary school and we are only able to control for inputs

into primary school. On average, compulsory primary schooling took eight years, with a

minimum of six years and a maximum of nine years.18 Secondary schooling (“gehobene

Volksschule”, “Fortbildungsschule”, “Bezirksschule”) was public, and initiated as an in-

strument to provide additional training for pupils who did not want to attend an academic

high school preparing for university education, by some cantons as early as the 1830s (Mar-

cacci and Grunder, 2012). Among the male population in the age group 15-19 years,19

18In most cantons with eight or nine years of compulsory primary schooling, the weekly school hours
were massively reduced in the final two years.
19Historical Statistics of Switzerland Online, www.fsw.uzh.ch/hstat, Tab. B.9a.
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the share of pupils in secondary schools was 25% in 1881 and 26% in 1911/12 for Switzer-

land.20 Moreover, before WWII, the vast majority of employees in agriculture, industry

and the service sector did not acquire a formal apprenticeship, despite initiatives such as

the decision of the federal government to subsidize vocational schools in 1884.

During the four decades in which the pedagogical examinations were in place, they

were steadily improved according to new pedagogical and statistical requirements. The

federal state enforced a variety of measures to ensure uniformity and comparability of

results (Lustenberger, 1996, p. 58-66). For instance, the examiners themselves might

have formed a certain risk of distorting the results, but precautions were taken: The

experts were not allowed to take tests in the canton they came from; all the experts

met once a year to set standards securing the uniformity of evaluation, and for the same

reason, one of them had to attend all the tests in the different divisions; guidance papers

were framed, and preparation courses for experts and their assistants introduced.

4.2 School Statistics

The first of a series of four extensive collections of regional education statistics was pub-

lished by Kinkelin (1875), initiated by the Federal Department of Home Affairs as a

prize-winning contribution to the World Exhibition in Vienna in 1873. On the occasion

of the first National Exhibition 1883 in Zurich, a second collection was compiled by Grob

(1883). In 1894/1895, Huber was assigned to renew the school statistics for the National

Exhibition 1896 in Geneva (Huber, 1897), and again in 1911/12 for the National Exhibi-

tion in Bern 1914 (Huber and Bay, 1915). The exhibitions legitimated the collection of

statistical material on education all over Switzerland, because federal intervention in the

school system was out of the question after the negative vote on the secretary of education

in 1882.

20For 1871, we do not have data on secondary schooling, and for 1894/95, secondary schooling is not
reported by gender. Noteworthy, recruits with secondary education (i.e. at least one, or from 1880
onwards two years of higher education) were not required to take the test. If they were able to provide
acceptable records, they were automatically assigned the best grade. However, only few of the higher
educated conscripts seemed to make use of this possibility. In 1886, only 235 out of 24’059 tested recruits
were evaluated according to their school reports. Blind, deaf or mentally disabled conscripts were freed
from the tests, as well, and accordingly do not appear in the results at all.
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The data analyzed in our study cover the years 1871/72, 1881/82, and 1894/95.21

They provide information on pupils, teachers, budget, and facilities on the level of the

individual schools. The results are aggregated by districts, which constitute the base of

our data set. Several smaller cantons are not subdivided into districts,22 so either the

available municipal data or the cantonal totals were taken. There are 156 observations

for 1871/72, 168 observations for 1881/82 and 169 observations for 1894/95.23

The statistics contain detailed information on the budget of the schools. From the

budget information, we use total annual real public school expenditure per pupil in logs

( [log ])24 and the real capital stock per pupil in logs ( [log ]).25

Further information on the quality of the learning environment is provided by the pupil-

teacher ratio ( [log]) and the school weeks ( []).

Absenteeism is measured by the number of school days per year a pupil is absent from

school in logs. The corresponding variable  [log ] can be interpreted as a

measure for the degree of utilization of the supply of school services. From 1881/82, the

data set contains information about the number of pupils with a long distance from home

to school. Grob (1883) started to collect these data as a potential reason for absenteeism.

The variable  [] is the share of pupils with a distance of more than 3 km to

school (1881/82) and more than 2.5 km (1894/95). Since we do not have data for 1871/72,

we assume that the share is the same as in 1881/82.26

Teachers are characterized by their training, status (cleric or layperson), gender, age

and length of service. The clerical teachers (their share is denoted by ) either

21The data refers to a school year which begins/ends in spring. We cannot use the data from 1911/12,
because the pedagogical examinations stopped in 1913.
22Obwalden, Nidwalden, Glarus, Zug and Appenzell Innerrhoden in all school statistics; Lucerne in

1881/82, and Uri in 1894/95.
23For 1871/72, the data for the canton Valais on the district level are incomplete. For 1881/82 data

for Saanen (canton Berne) is missing.
24Throughout, the variable name in squared parenthesis refers to the notation in section 3; we also

indicate when we employ logs.
25The deflator is a consumer price index (1913=100) on the national level from Historical Statistics of

Switzerland Online, www.fsw.uzh.ch/hstat, Tab. Q1a; Konsumdeflator). In the theoretical analysis of
section 3,  denotes investment rather than the stock of school capital. We therefore implicitly assume
that both variables are highly related.
26In a period of educational expansion, the latter is an upper bound estimate for the former. As this

could bias our results, we confirmed that our main results hold when considering one period at once
rather than invoking panel data analysis.
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belonged to a religious order or worked in a parish; vocational education could either

be taken at university, teacher training seminars, grammar schools, in courses, or simply

with finishing primary school and via “other” training such as self-study. We categorize

primary school, courses and “other” as inadequate training; the fraction of teachers falling

in this category is denoted by . The variable   40 represents the share of

teachers older than 40 years, and   20 measures the share of teachers with

more than 20 years of service.  refers to the fraction of female teachers.

The quality of the school statistics data is generally high. Huber (1897, p. XVI)

stressed that "the data eventually reached the maximum completeness and reliability"

(own translation). Also the Swiss Federal Council recognized the compilation as "accurate

and complete work" (Bundesrat, 1887, p.1089; own translation). Only with respect to

the absenteeism variable, for 1871/72, Kinkelin (1875, p. Xf.) himself cautions against a

careless use of the numbers because of the lack of standards (see also Grob, 1883, p.VII).27

We address the problem by instrumenting  [log ] in our econometric analysis

of the determinants of test scores with our measure of distance to school ( []).

4.3 Other Control Variables

The main source of the other control variables is the Swiss census. Since 1860, the census

was reiterated every ten years, with the exception of 1888 (instead of 1890). Our census

data cover the years 1870, 1880, and 1888. For every district, we have information on

the proportion of population employed in the primary sector (Primary []),28 as well as

the share of Catholics () and majority language (measured by dummy variables

, , , ). We also calculated the ratio of children between 0

and 15 years to total population ( []), in order to control for the family structure

in a district.29

27By introducing cantonal regulations, the quality of the data on absenteeism from school was improved
in the later surveys.
28For interpretation reasons, the variable Primary [] measures the mean subtracted agricultural labor

share.
29Thereby we control for the possibility that a higher fraction of children is associated with lower

education spending per pupil, higher absenteeism, or lower home effort. For instance, parents with more
children may find it more costly to send them to school or to support their studies at home.
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For measuring the prevalence of conservative or progressive attitudes, we use district

data of yes-votes on three referenda:30 The “Factory Law” () 1877, the

referendum on the introduction of the civil marriage 1875, and the referendum on the re-

introduction of the death penalty in 1879.31 The “Factory Law” ( ) prohibited

child labor for children younger than 14 years, and consequently enabled compulsory

school attendance (Studer, 2005).32 The fraction of voters supporting the introduction

of civil marriage ( ) captures attitude in favor of secularization, which in turn

may be conducive to non-religious education. The optional referendum was only accepted

due to the majority of the citizens, whereas the majority of the cantons dismissed it.33

The compulsory referendum on the reintroduction of the death penalty, which had been

banned by the 1874 constitution, was nearly as controversial.34 Distinctions between the

conservative and progressive regions could clearly be seen in the voting behavior. We

interpret the fraction of voters supporting death penalty ( ) as a measure of

political conservatism and the fraction of voters supporting the factory law ( )

and the introduction of civil marriage ( ) as a measure of prevalence of progressive

political attitudes.35

30For interpretation reasons, variables on voting behavior measure the share of yes-votes minus the
mean share of yes-votes.
31The cantonal results are available on www.swissvotes.ch. We are grateful to Christian Bollinger for

allowing us access to the distric level data.
32The “Factory Law” was accepted by a very narrow majority. Citizens: 179’915 : 170’140; cantons

14 : 8 (Historical Statistics of Switzerland Online, www.fsw.uzh.ch/hstat, Tab. X10).
33Citizens: 211’336 : 203’437; cantons: 9.5 : 12.5 (ibid, Tab. X10). The federal constitution of

1848 required a compulsory referendum on constitution issues, with both the majority of yes-votes by
the cantons (Ständemehr) and the majority of yes-votes by the citizens (Volksmehr) for acceptance. In
the revision of 1874, the optional referendum on laws and decisions was institutionalized (Gilg, 2005),
requiring only a majority of yes-votes by the citizens.
34Citizens: 198’335 : 179’251; cantons: 14 : 8 (ibid, Tab. X10).
35To check robustness of our main results, we experimented with further control variables. To account

for possible human capital spillover effects among households, we included the altitude of a district
(as spillovers may be lower in the mountains where the population is detached from bigger cities) and
population density in our regressions. The effects of changes in these variables almost always turn out to
be insignificant and leave other coefficients basically unchanged. So we did not include the variables in
the reported regressions.
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4.4 Summary Statistics and Correlations

Tab. 1 provides summary statistics of important variables employed in the panel data

analysis of the coming section. The variation in the data is remarkable. For instance, the

average of the fractions of conscripts who failed in the tests on reading, essay writing,

math and history (LowPerf ) ranges from 1.3 to 70 percent, with a standard deviation of

15.5.

Table 1

The voting results from the three referenda also differed substantially across districts,

which indicates considerable cultural divisions within Switzerland. For instance, in Goms

(canton Valais) there were 1’201:1 votes against and in Biel (canton Bern) 1’909:49 votes

in favor of civil marriage. Similarly, in Raron (canton Valais), we find 1’215:4 in favor

and in La-Chaux-de-Fonds (canton Neuchâtel) 2’581:220 votes against the death penalty.

Similar extreme differences can be found for the referendum about the “Factory Law”.

The standard deviations of the fraction of yes-votes in the three referenda all exceed 20

percentage points.

There were also large differences in school inputs. For instance, some districts had

more than twice as many school weeks than others, and the standard deviation in the

data is six weeks. Spending per pupil differed substantially, too. Moreover, some districts

had a large fraction of poorly trained, experienced or older teachers while others had

none of those teachers. Finally, in some districts, there were no female or clerical teachers

whereas the large majority of teachers had these characteristics in others.

Table 2

Tab. 2 provides the correlation coefficients among cultural indicators on the one

hand (panel (a)) and between the share of Catholics () and important non-

cultural indicators on the other hand (panel (b)). Panel (a) shows that  was

positively correlated with the fraction of supporters of the death penalty and negatively

with the support of civil marriage. Correlations were quite strong but not near-perfect,

suggesting that share of Catholics and yes-votes on these issues do not measure the same
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Figure 2: Share of Catholics in Swiss districts in the year 1870, according to quartiles.

cultural traits. Support of the “Factory Law” was barely related to the share of Catholics.

There is a rather high correlation between support of the death penalty and opposition

to civil marriage, which is consistent with the interpretation that these variables reflect

“conservative” attitudes. All three referenda, particularly on the “Factory Law” had more

support in districts with German as majority language. The dummy variable  is,

on the other hand, rather uncorrelated to religious denomination.

Panel (b) of Tab. 2 suggests that Catholicism is related to a higher fraction of con-

scripts who failed the tests. Fig. 2 and 3 visualize the concentration of Catholics (in

year 1870) and low performers (average of annual data over the years 1875-79) in maps of

Switzerland, respectively.36 The darker the area, the higher the share of Catholics (Fig.

2) and the higher the share of low performers (Fig. 3). We see that both shares are high

36To provide orientation for the maps, the cantons can be roughly located in the following way: cen-
tral Switzerland: Lucerne, Uri, Schwyz, Obwalden, Nidwalden, and Zug; High Alps (South): Grisons,
Ticino and Valais, North-Eastern Switzerland: Glarus, Schaffhausen, Appenzell Ausserrhoden, Appen-
zell Innerrhoden, St. Gall, and Thurgau; North-Western Switzerland: Zurich, Solothurn, Basle-Stadt,
Basle-Land, and Aargau; Romandie (West): Fribourg, Vaud, Neuchatel, Geneva. The map is based on a
template provided by Staub (2010).
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Figure 3: Share of low performers in conscripts’ tests in Swiss districts in 1875-79, ac-
cording to quartiles.

particularly in districts located in the cantons of Uri, Schwyz and Ticino. Panel (b) of

Tab. 2 also suggests that Catholicism is negatively related to school expenditure per pupil

(), which itself is correlated with performance in the expected way. Catholi-

cism is also more prevalent in districts where the agricultural labor share (Primary) is

high and the primary sector share is itself somewhat related to educational performance.

Thus, it is not clear if a higher share of Catholics depresses school performance when

holding  and  (among other variables) constant.

There is a negative relationship between absenteeism from school and the share of

Catholics as well as between absenteeism and the fraction of agricultural workers in the

population. But absenteeism is seemingly unrelated to test performance. Finally, there

is no significant correlation between the fraction of children () and the share of low-

performing conscripts, whereas absenteeism from school is positively related to  and

expenditure per pupil is negatively related to .
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5 Estimation Strategy and Empirical Results

Tab. 3: Time structure.

Pedagogical

Examinations ()

School Statistics

(   z)

Census

( x)

 = 0 1871/72 1870

 = 1 1875-1879 1881/82 1880

 = 2 1885-1889 1894/95 1888

 = 3 1899-1903

The aim of the empirical section is to examine the effects of religion (and other cultural

variables), political attitudes and state of development on the three key factors determin-

ing the outcome of educational production according to our theoretical model: education

expenditure, absenteeism and “home effort”. The state of development (parameter 

in the theoretical model) is inversely measured by the employment share in agriculture,

. Let  be the index of a district and denote time by . Tab. 3 summarizes the time

structure of our data set employed in the estimated equations given below.

5.1 Identification

One of the potential problems of explaining educational outcome with religion is the

potential endogeneity of religion with respect to educational variables. Particularly, as

we work with aggregate data (at the district level), we have to discuss the possibility of

an ecological fallacy. It might be the case, for instance, that for some reason regions with

low levels of human capital were more likely to adopt Catholicism during the time of the

Reformation. Through intergenerational transmission of human capital, such regions may

still have had relatively low levels of human capital about 350 years later. In this case,

a correlation between educational outcome and religious denomination may reflect the

initial adoption process of religion rather than the effect of religion on education. Thus,

it cannot be ruled out a priori that being catholic actually increases the likelihood that

an individual performs well in an educational test, but because regions with low levels of
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human capital chose to remain Catholic, we observe a negative correlation between human

capital and the fraction of Catholics at the aggregate level. As suggested by our discussion

on the historical context for the time of Reformation in Switzerland in section 2.1, however,

such a possibility is unlikely. Of course, cities such as Zurich as Zwingli’s base played an

important role at the beginning of the reformation. However, overall, human capital

arguably concentrated in urban areas does not seem to be a decisive precondition for the

spread of Protestantism. The success in a community depended on the magistrates. When

discussing the causes of the Reformation failing in some regions, Gordon (2002, pp. 119-

122) stresses that magistrates had no incentive to adopt reformation in communities where

they were already in control of religious life: Catholic communities in central Switzerland

could elect their priest, who had a regulated income. This point is also made by Blickle

(2004) as part of an explanation of why central Switzerland did not adopt the Reformation.

It is difficult to see how these institutional characteristics can be linked to a lack of human

capital formation in these regions.

Nevertheless, for the estimates of the average effect of Catholicism we employ an

instrumentation strategy which is inspired by Becker and Woessmann (2009) who instru-

mented the share of Protestants in a Prussian jurisdiction by the distance to Luther’s city

of Wittenberg. The Protestant Reformation in Switzerland has first spread from the city

of Zurich (which converted to Protestantism in 1523) to the rural areas of the canton of

Zurich and then to other parts of the German-speaking part of the Confederation, before

reaching Geneva in 1536. In Geneva, church leader and main Reformist John Calvin

made Protestantism popular also in the Francophone part of Switzerland. We therefore

take the shorter (log) distance of the main town of a district to the two cities Zurich and

Geneva as instrument for the fraction Catholics, using historical maps (see Appendix B).

Moreover, we add the (log) distance to the next big city Basel, Lucerne, St. Gall, Geneva,

Bern and Zurich to our control variables (  ). Consequently, the identifying

assumption of our IV strategy is that given the distance to the next big city, proximity

to Zurich and Geneva is uncorrelated with unobserved characteristics which affect human

capital (and school inputs). Since Zurich and Geneva were − apart from their key role

in the proliferation of Protestantism − comparable to other big cities, we argue that this
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identifying assumption holds.37 When studying the interaction effects of religion with po-

litical attitudes and the sectoral structure, however, we cannot follow such an IV-strategy

since we lack a second instrument. We nevertheless hope to convince the reader on basis

of our results on average effects of (instrumented) religion and the historical background

on the Reformation process in Switzerland, that endogenity of religion is not a serious

issue in our context.

5.2 Determinants of Expenditure Per Pupil

We start with evidence on the role of religious denomination for education spending per

pupil (), particularly focussing on the question whether political attitudes qualify the

effect of religion on expenditure.

As suggested by part (ii) of Proposition 1, we expect  to negatively depend on the

agricultural labor share (). Most importantly, part (ii) of Proposition 2 predicts that

 is affected by the value assigned to education and the strength (and fear) of sanc-

tions for being absent from school. Postulating that both may depend on sociocultural

characteristics, we run the following regression:

log  = 0 + 1 + x
0

δ + z
0

δ + 2 + ν 0δ +   (11)

The vector of cultural variables, x, includes the language dummies, voting results from the

three referenda, the share of Catholics and (depending on the model) interactions between

the voting behavior / the agricultural labor share and the Catholic share. The vector z

contains capital spending per pupil in logs (log ), class size in logs (log), the number of

school weeks () and teachers’ characteristics (T): gender (), status (), age

(  40), length of service (  20), and training (). Furthermore,

we control for the possibility that a higher fraction of children () is associated with lower

willingness to pay for schooling. Finally, we control for time fixed effects, ν.

Following our theoretical model, regression (11) focuses on the question whether cul-

37For instance, the first University of Switzerland was founded in Basel in 1460 and the Swiss capital
city is Berne. Hence, it is unlikely that human capital around Zurich and Geneva was more concentrated
than around Lucerne, St. Gallen, Berne or Basel.
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ture affects the voters’ willingness to pay for schools, assuming that the school administra-

tion spends the provided money according to the structure observed in z. As a robustness

check, we also run the regression

log  = 0 + 1 + x
0

² + 2 + ν 0² +  (12)

which assumes that voters are ignorant of the observed input structure.

The conventional calculation of standard errors relies on the assumption that the

error terms are independent and identically distributed. To tackle the problem that this

assumption might be violated in our case, we throughout consider each district as a

cluster group and systematically calculate robust Huber/White standard errors which are

adjusted for intra-cluster correlation.38 Under the assumption of uncorrelated between-

cluster disturbances, these robust variance estimates are unbiased (Williams, 2000).

Table 4

Tab. 4 and 5 show the results of regressions (11) and (12), respectively. In column (1)

of Tab. 4, we see that less economically advanced districts ( is high) have lower

school expenditure per pupil, consistent with part (i) of Proposition 2. A standard devia-

tion increase in the agricultural share lowers school expenditure by 10.9 (= 1238×0088)

percent. School expenditure per child also decreases in the fraction of children in a dis-

trict. Raising  by one percentage point lowers  by more than two percent. Concerning

cultural variables, districts where Romansh is majority language have around 35 percent

lower school expenditure than German-speaking districts. When Italian or French is the

majority language, the reduction is 29 and 17 percent, respectively. Religious denomi-

nation plays a similarly important role. On average, we estimate that a purely Catholic

district has 17.6 percent lower school expenditure than a purely Protestant district. In

column (2), we introduce an interaction between  and . We find that

× is negative and significant at the one percent level. Thus, the state

38To account for possible spatial correlations, we furthermore calculated standard errors which are
adjusted for intra-cantonal clustering. However, this modification does not affect the robustness of our
main results.
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of development substantially qualifies the effect of religion on expenditure. For a district

whose agricultural share lies at the first decile ( = −0111), we estimate almost no
difference in expenditure levels between Catholic and Protestant districts.39 This suggests

that religion does not affect human capital formation through the expenditure channel if

the economy is sufficiently developed. In contrast, if the agricultural share of the district

lies at the ninth decile ( = 0114), we predict a −0154 − 1557 × 0114 = 332
percent difference in school expenditure between Catholics and Protestants which is equal

to 332507 = 65 percent of a standard deviation of school expenditure (see Tab. 1).

In columns (3)-(5), we analyze whether the voting behavior qualifies the religion effect.

All interactions are significant (at least at the 10 percent level) and have the expected sign.

In column (4) the direct Catholic effect becomes insignificant. This suggests that given a

mean support of the law on civil marriage, religious denomination does not affect school

expenditure. Hence, the result of column (1) that a purely Catholic district has on average

17.6 percent less school spending must be fully driven by “conservative” districts. To get

a sense of how large the qualifying effect of political attitudes can be, we consider the

extreme cases of voting behavior on the referendum on civil marriage. If the introduction

of civil marriage was fully rejected, we estimate a 56 (= −73 − 0487 × 992) percent
difference in expenditure between a purely Catholic and a purely Protestant district.40

In columns (6)-(8), we additionally control for  × . The coefficient

of this interaction is again negative and, except for column (7), significant at the five

percent level. The sign of the interactions with the voting behavior from columns (3)-

(5) are maintained and is in the case of the civil marriage again significant at the one

percent level. Including all three political interactions simultaneously and running an

F-test reveals that they are jointly significant at the one percent level (not reported).

In column (9), we show the impact of Catholicism instrumented with the shorter (log)

distance to Zurich and Geneva− the centers of the Protestant Reformation in Switzerland.
We find that the negative effect of Catholicism on public education expenditure is much

39 measures the agricultural labor share minus the mean agricultural labor share. Thus,
 is zero on average.
40  is the difference between the share of yes-votes and its mean (= 0487). Thus a full rejection

implies   = −0487 and a full approval corresponds to   = 0513. According to Table 1,
such extreme voting behavior really occurred.
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higher than suggested by the OLS estimates: a purely Catholic district has 52.7 percent

lower school expenditure than a purely Protestant district.

Table 5

Tab. 5 analyzes the cultural effects when voters are ignorant of the observed input

structure. The results are similar to those of Tab. 4. Romansh, Italian, Catholic and

less developed districts spend significantly less on schooling. The effect of Catholicism

more than doubles compared to the case where the expenditure structure is controlled

for (compare column (1) in Tab. 4 and 5). When Catholicism is instrumented (column

(9)), its effect again becomes larger compared to the OLS estimate in column (1). An

interaction between  and  highly qualifies the effect of religion (column

(2)). Similarly, the interactions between  and   and between 

and   are significant at the one percent level.

In sum, we have seen that conservatism is distinguishable from the state of develop-

ment (agricultural share). Therefore we have four relevant identities (language, religion,

conservatism and the state of development) which − in combination with their interac-

tions − influence education expenditure. The Catholic share has a strong influence on

education expenditure in conservative districts, but has no (or even a reversed) impact

when districts are progressive. We will next show that similar results hold for absenteeism

and educational performance (via home effort) as well.

5.3 Determinants of Absenteeism From School

In addition to the provision of schooling (education expenditure), the use of schooling

as reflected by school attendance potentially plays an important role for human capital

formation. As suggested by our theoretical considerations, we expect absenteeism from

school to increase with distance to school,  (part (i) of Proposition 1) and to be affected

by sociocultural variables,  (part (i) of Proposition 2). School inputs ( ) may matter

because teacher characteristics may affect the strength (and fear) of sanctions for being

absent from school. We again also include the fraction of children  in our regressions,
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since parents with more children may be less willing to send them to school. In sum, we

estimate the following model of absenteeism:41

log  =0 + 1 + x
0

β + z
0

β + 2 log +

3 + 4 + ν 0β + 
(13)

Table 6

Tab. 6 confirms that distance to school ( []) is highly correlated with ab-

senteeism from school. Column (1) suggests that in districts with a higher agricultural

labor share pupils attend school more often (the coefficient on  is negative and

significant at the one percent level). For a one standard deviation increase in ,

we estimate that absenteeism decreases by 12.1 (= 0088 × 1379) percent. Evaluated

at mean  (= 144 days) this corresponds to a difference of about two school

days per year. (The mean number of school days was 188 days per year, according to Tab.

1.) Thus, according to our theoretical considerations, we infer that either punishment of

absenteeism must be relatively strong or the sensitivity to punishment must be compar-

atively high in rural districts. Furthermore, we find that the majority language plays a

significant role. Francophone districts have significantly higher absenteeism. Moreover,

absenteeism rises with the number of children. This suggests that in districts with many

children parents are more reluctant to let them attending school. With respect to school

inputs, column (1) reveals that absenteeism increases in the number of mandatory school

weeks. Moreover, absenteeism rises in the share of female teachers and falls in that of

clerical teachers. These results could reflect that the punishment of a male teacher is

harder and that clerics may possess a higher degree of authority.42

Somewhat surprisingly at the first glance, a higher fraction of teachers with poor

training is negatively associated with absenteeism, while the opposite applies if there

41The vector of time dummies is again denoted by ν.
42This shows that, without controlling for absenteeism in an analysis of the determinants of educational

performance (like that of the next subsection), the estimates could lead to the deceptive conclusion that
males and clerics are better teachers than females and non-clerics, respectively. In fact, as will become
apparent, there is no discernable effect of these teacher characteristics on performance when holding
school attendance constant.
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is higher per pupil spending (log ). These results may merely reflect, however, some

measurement error in the absenteeism variable, as already discussed in section 4.2. In

fact, the evidence suggests that teachers with better training and/or higher salary may

have reported absenteeism more frequently.43

The share of Catholics does not, on average, affect school attendance significantly (see

OLS estimate in column (1) and IV estimate in column (9)). However, religious denomi-

nation may play a role in specific environments. In column (2), we additionally control for

an interaction term between  and . As we see, the estimated coefficient

of this interaction is negative and significant at the one percent level. Thus, similar to our

results for education expenditure per pupil, we find a significant difference in absenteeism

between Catholics and Protestants in districts where the agricultural share of labor is

above its mean. Columns (3)-(5) again consider interactions between the Catholic share

and the political attitude. We find that all interactions between the Catholic share and

the yes-votes on the referenda are significant at the one or five percent level. Catholic

pupils are less absent if they live in a district where conservative political attitudes dom-

inate (i.e. where the factory law and the law on civil marriage were highly rejected or

the capital punishment was highly approved). In a progressive environment, by contrast,

they attend school less often. We estimate that a purely Catholic district would have 89

(= −33−1765×0487) percent lower absenteeism than a purely Protestant district if the
law on civil marriage was fully rejected, whereas a purely Catholic district would have 87

(= −33+1765×0513) percent higher absenteeism if the law on civil marriage were fully
approved. As a robustness check, we analyze, in columns (6)-(8), whether there actually

are two different variables (state of development and political attitude) that qualify the

effect of religious denomination. After controlling for the voting behavior and its interac-

tion with the Catholic share, ×  remains significantly negative at the

one or five percent level. Furthermore, we find that the interaction between the Catholic

share and the yes-votes on the civil marriage remains significant at the five percent level.44

43Recall from section 3 that a higher  indicates better school quality (e.g. related to the salary of
teachers) when holding the other school input variables in our data constant.
44For example we estimate that, given a mean agricultural share of labor, a purely Catholic district

has 63 (= −33− 1231 · 0487) percent lower absenteeism than a purely Protestant district, if the law on
civil marriage is fully rejected, whereas a purely Catholic district has 60 (= −33+ 1231 · 0513) percent
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Overall, our findings suggest that the sign of the religion effect on absenteeism depends on

whether the district is rural or whether conservative political attitudes prevail. When all

three voting results and their interactions with  are included in the regression,

an F-test reveals that they are jointly significant at the one percent level (not reported in

Tab. 6). Hence, we also find that with respect to school attendance, the political attitude

systematically interacts with religion.

5.4 Determinants of Educational Performance

We finally examine the determinants of results of the pedagogical examinations of con-

scripts. As discussed in section 4.1, we measure educational outcome  by the share of

low performing conscripts. Because we do not observe home effort of pupils or their par-

ents supporting their children (), we estimate the following model suggested by (5) and

the theoretical result that home effort depends on non-school district characteristics (use

 = ̃ (x ) in part (i) of Proposition 2), school characteristics (z) and the fraction of

children in a district (), for given expenditure per pupil (log ) and given absenteeism

(log ):

 =0 + 1−1 + x
0

−1α + z
0

−1α + 2 log −1+

3 log −1 + 4−1 + ν 0α + 
(14)

The lag accounts for the fact that educational outcome is measured at recruitment and not

during schooling. As shown in the description of time structure in Tab. 3, for our mea-

surement of educational performance, we consider five-years-averages of the performance

of conscripts in the periods 1875-79 ( = 1), 1885-89 ( = 2), and 1899-1903 ( = 3).

We study how  is affected by school resources and absenteeism in the years 1871/72

( = 0), 1881/82 ( = 1), and 1894/95 ( = 2), respectively,45 as well as by sociocultural

characteristics, the fraction of children and the agricultural share in 1870 ( = 0), 1880

( = 1) and 1888 ( = 2).

higher absenteeism if the law on civil marriage is fully approved.
45The only exception is distance to school, , for which we have no data in 1871/72, so we assign

 = 0 1 to the year 1881/82 and  = 2 to 1894/95.
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5.4.1 Results without Instrumenting Absenteeism

Table 7

According to Tab. 7, as expected from eq. (5), school resources enter significantly (at

the one percent level). Effects are not particularly large, however. We estimate that for

given observable inputs, a 10 percent increase in expenditure per pupil reduces the share

of weakly performing conscripts by only about 0.33-0.38 percentage points. Teachers

with poor training increase the share of low performers, whereas experienced teachers

reduce it. Absenteeism enters significantly (at the one percent level) in the expected

way, but quantitatively the effect is small. Cultural effects are much more important for

educational performance than the provision or use of schooling. Districts where Romansh

is the majority language have an about five percentage points higher fraction of low

performers than if it were German. The religion effect is particularly large. A purely

Catholic district has on average a 8.2 percentage points higher share of low performers

than a Protestant district (holding school resources and absenteeism constant), according

to column (1) of Tab. 7. When instrumenting the share of Catholics with the distance to

Zurich/Geneva, the effect more than doubles (column (9)). The role of the agricultural

labor share seems negligible, including the interaction between  and .

This suggests that the state of development has more influence on education expenditure

and absenteeism than on home effort. Columns (3)-(8) again examine the interactions

between the Catholic share and the voting behavior. The interactions with the votes on

the “Factory Law” and the easing of civil marriage are negative, whereas the interaction

with the votes on the death penalty is positive. Although this is consistent with the view

that religious denomination matters for educational performance through home effort

only in conservative but not in progressive districts, interaction effects are often of little

statistical significance, in contrast to the effects on education expenditure (Tab. 4, 5) and

absenteeism (Tab. 6).
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5.4.2 Results with Instrumenting Absenteeism

In order to check whether the results on interaction effects as well as the little impor-

tance of expenditure and absenteeism for outcomes of the pedagogical examinations of

conscripts in the estimates presented in Tab. 7 are driven by the measurement error in the

absenteeism variable discussed earlier, we include an instrumented value of 

to estimate (14).46 We take distance to school ( []) as instrument and therefore

use estimations of eq. (13) of the previous subsection (Tab. 6) as first stage to estimate

eq. (14) at the second stage. In fact, we have already seen in Tab. 6 that  []

is highly related to absenteeism from school. Moreover, a Hausman test clearly rejects

the null hypothesis that the original absenteeism variable has no deleterious effect on

the estimates of (14). Our theoretical considerations in section 3 delivers an additional

argument for using distance  as instrument for absenteeism, as part (i) of Proposition 1

suggests that  has no direct effect on educational outcome  via home effort.47

Table 8

In sum, when using the instrumented absenteeism variable at the second stage, we

more accurately account for the effect of absenteeism on human capital formation by

partly correcting the potential measurement errors associated with different reporting

behavior of teachers. Tab. 8 shows that doing so critically affects the results compared to

the OLS estimates. First, and most importantly, in columns (3)-(7) the interaction effects

of the Catholic share with voting results again become mostly statistically significant and

have the expected sign. They are quantitatively important as well. For instance, in

column (4) of Tab. 8 we estimate that in a purely Catholic district the share of low

performers is 19 (= 80 + 224 × 0487) percentage points higher than in a district with

only Protestants, if the law on civil marriage was fully rejected. But if 85 percent of the

voters supported the civil marriage, religion has no effect. Thus, once again, the political

attitude strongly qualifies the impact of religion. The direct effect of  via home

46We abstain from instrumenting Catholicism at the same time, as the first stage regressions become
too imprecise.
47We have not found any indication for the considered historical time period that parents located

their homes nearby schools. Our measure of distance to school is therefore assumed to reflect exogenous
geographical conditions in a district.
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effort remains significant at the one percent level if interaction effects are included. In a

district with a mean approval of the referenda and with a mean agricultural labor share, a

purely Catholic district has an about 8-9 percentage points higher share of low performers

than a Protestant district. But in highly progressive districts, the religion effect will cease

to exist. An F-test indicates that the three interaction coefficients are jointly significant

at the 10 percent level (not reported). This again suggests that Catholicism loses its

importance for educational performance in a non-conservative milieu.

Second, the agricultural labor share now enters significantly in some regressions at

the ten percent level. According to column (1), a one standard deviation increase in

 raises the share of low performers by 1.4 (= 157 × 0088) percentage points.

The interaction effect of  ×  remains insignificant however (although

having the expected sign). Thus the moderating effect of the state of development is less

evident than those of political attitudes.

Third, provision and use of schooling matter more than in the OLS estimates. A 10

percent increase in (instrumented) absenteeism raises our measure of educational outcome

by 1.38 percentage points (significant at the one percent level). Hence the identified cul-

tural effects on absenteeism (first stage) will transform into educational outcome. Com-

paring the results of the first and second stage of the instrumental variable regression

(Tab. 6 and 8, respectively), we see that the interaction effects of religious denomination

with political attitudes work in opposite directions. This is consistent with our theory

which explicitly accounts for strength of punishment as a separate cultural determinant

of education, in addition to value assigned to education as such. Also school expenditure

has a larger influence on educational performance than in the OLS regression (the coeffi-

cient roughly doubles), though still moderate. The difference of 17.6 percent in education

spending per pupil between a Catholic and a Protestant district, shown in column (1) in

Tab. 4, on average accounts for a 1.3 (= 176× 0075) percentage points higher fraction

of low performers in a Catholic district.48 Considering interaction effects of religion with

48This figure may be compared to the average effect of religious denomination. As we see from column
(1) of Tab. 8, Catholic districts have a 91 percentage points larger fraction of low performers than
Protestant districts. The magnitude of this religion effect is comparable with a 120 percent increase in
expenditure.
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political attitude suggests an enhanced role of the effect of higher education expenditure

for test results. Recall that from column (4) of Tab. 4 we estimate a 56 percent difference

in expenditure between a purely Catholic and a purely Protestant district if the introduc-

tion of civil marriage was fully rejected. Using column (4) in Tab. 8 suggests that this

would account for a 3.1 (= 56 × 0057) percentage points difference in the share of low

performers.49

5.5 Religious Denomination and Language

So far we have focussed on interaction effects between religious denomination and district

characteristics which may change significantly over time (agricultural share and political

attitudes). It may also be interesting to examine the interaction effects between religious

denomination and another "truly cultural" variable, language. For instance, as outlined in

section 2.3, centralization movements in the second half of the 19th century were rejected

by Catholic regions and Francophone regions alike. So the question arises if religious

denomination has an impact particularly in Francophone regions?

Table 9

Tab. 9 suggests that this is indeed the case. According to column (1), if we con-

trol for the expenditure structure, switching from a Protestant to a Catholic district

in the German-speaking part reduces school expenditure by 107 percent (compared to

the reduction of 176 percent shown in column (1) of Tab. 4), whereas it decreases by

0107+0207 = 314 percent in Francophone districts. According to column (2), when not

controlling for the expenditure structure, the effect of Catholicism again rises substantially

(recall the comparison of Tab. 4 and 5), with a similar additional reduction in a Francoph-

one district (244 percent). The coefficient on the interaction term ×  is

only slightly significant, however. The same is true for the interaction effect on absen-

teeism, which is negative as well (column (3)).

49Regarding observable school inputs, particularly the fraction of teachers with poor training matters,
whereas school capital has no discernible effect when education expenditure is controlled for. The number
of children does not have a significant effect on school performance as well in the instrumental variable
regressions when holding school attendance and expenditure constant. (This is different to the OLS
estimates in Tab. 7.)
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Columns (4) and (5) suggests that Catholicism increases the share of low performers

more in a Francophone district than in a German-speaking district. If absenteeism is

instrumented as before (see Tab. 8), then the additional increase is 89 percentage points

(column (5)), which is more than half of the standard deviation of 155 percent (Tab. 1).

The interaction effect is significant at the one percent level. Interaction effects of religious

denomination and other languages than French are typically insignificant or not robust.

6 Conclusion

Our research sheds light on the conditions and mechanisms under which religion may

be an important determinant of public education finance and human capital formation.

We have analyzed a unique and rich data set covering 169 Swiss districts in the last

quarter of the 19th century (the phase of the second industrialization), which contains

comparable measures of educational outcomes (results from pedagogical examinations of

conscripts), sociocultural indicators, standard school inputs as commonly employed in

the literature on educational production, and a measure of school attendance. Sociocul-

tural indicators include voting results from political referenda which capture the extent

of progressive movements and conservatism. We examine three channels (public school

expenditure, school attendance and home effort) through which religious denomination

can affect educational outcomes. Our results show that religion works through all these

three channels. The evidence suggests that religion affects educational performance via

home effort and education expenditure in the same direction, whereas absenteeism is

driven by an additional force (strength of sanctions for non-attendance of school). Most

importantly, our findings indicate that religious denomination determines public spend-

ing on schooling and educational performance only when conservative political attitudes

are prevalent. Neglecting the interaction of religious denomination with these measures

of political attitudes thus leads to misleading conclusions about the role of religion for

economic outcomes. Our results demonstrate that religious denomination ceases to have

impact on educational performance if, at the same time, progressive movements are widely

supported. From this we may conclude that economies are not doomed to economic fail-
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ure due to their religious heritage. Rather, the role of religion may change quickly over

time along with changes in other sociocultural characteristics.
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Appendix

A. Proof of Proposition 1 and 2

We first prove Proposition 2. Using (6)-(8) in (10), we get for the optimization problem

max


log (− ) +  log ()−  (+ (1 + ))−  (1−) (15)

subject to (5) and  ≤ 1. The first-order condition for  can be written in the form



− 
+  ≥ 

κ
( (1 + )− )  (16)

with equality if   1. The first-order conditions for  and  can be written as



− 
+  =



1− κ , (17)



− 
+  =



κ (− )
, (18)
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respectively. (18) implies that



=

1 + κ
κ (1 + )

. (19)

The second-order conditions are straightforward. Note first that (17) and (18) imply

µ



− 1
¶

 =
1− κ
κ

. (20)

Solving (19) and (20) for  gives

 =
1 + 


. (21)

Substituting (5) for  into (19), we get

 =

∙

(1 + )κ
(1 + κ)

(1−κ)κ(z)

¸ 1

1−κ
. (22)

For  = 1, (21) and (22) gives us

 =

"


(1 + )2−κ κ
1−κ (1 + κ)

(z)

# 1

1−κ

, (23)

which increases in  and . For   1, 
− +  = 


 (1 + ) − , according to (16).

Combining this with (18), we get
³


− 1
´
 ( (1 + )− ) = 1. Thus, with (19) we get

 =
(1 + )κ

(1− κ) ( (1 + )− )
. (24)

With (21) and (24), the expression in (22) becomes

 =

"


(1 + )2 κ1+κ

1−κ (1 + κ) (1− κ)κ
µ

1

 (1 + )− 

¶κ
(z)

# 1

1−κ

. (25)

Comparative-static results of Proposition 2 immediately follow from (21), (24) and (25),

if there is absenteeism. If  = 1, expressions (21) and (23) for  and , respectively, are

relevant.
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For  = 0 and  = 0, (21), (24) and (25) reduce to

 =
κ

(1− κ) (1 + )
, (26)

 =
1


, (27)

 =

∙


κ1+κ

1−κ (1− κ)κ
µ

1

 (1 + )

¶κ
(z)

¸ 1

1−κ
. (28)

If  = 1, then  = [κ(z)]
1

1−κ


, according to (23). The comparative-static results of

Proposition 1 then follow from these equations. QED

B. Data sources

� Pedagogical examinations: Statistisches Bureau des eidgenössischen Departement

des Innern, Schweizerische Statistik, Lieferungen 27 (1876), 34 (1877), 36 (1878),

38 (1879), 61 (1885), 64 (1886), 67 (1886), 71 (1888), 75 (1889), 120 (1899), 124

(1900), 129 (1901), 134 (1901), 138 (1903).

� School inputs: Kinkelin (1875), Grob (1883), Huber (1897).

� Results from political referenda: forthcoming at www.sidos.ch.

� Distance to Zurich and Geneva: Bundesamt für Landestopographie (2003): Topographis-

che Karte der Schweiz (Dufour Map), CD Rom (first publication: 1845-1865); Bun-

desinventar der historischen Verkehrswege der Schweiz (http://www.ivs.admin.ch/).

� Census information: Statistisches Bureau des eidgenössischen Departement des In-

nern, Schweizerische Statistik.

— Primary sector share: Lieferungen 28 (1876), 59 (1884), 97 (1894).

— Catholic share, majority language: Lieferungen 15 (1872), 51 (1891), 84 (1892).

— Ratio of children (aged 0-15): Lieferungen 20 (1874), 56 (1883), 88 (1892).
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Table 1: Summary statistics

Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Weeks [s] 37.556 5.990 22.835 48.484
ClassSize [logm] 3.938 0.310 2.643 5.159
Capital [log k] 5.355 0.637 2.767 7.035
PoorTr 0.070 0.144 0.000 1.000
Female 0.273 0.225 0.000 0.857
Clerics 0.052 0.148 0.000 0.872
Experience>20 0.287 0.123 0.000 0.778
Age>40 0.301 0.125 0.000 0.778
Expenditure [log g] 3.068 0.507 1.548 4.711
Absenteeism [log a] 2.665 0.615 0.278 4.274
Catholics 0.436 0.412 0.001 1.000
Children [n] 0.324 0.031 0.224 0.425
Primary [µ] 0.000 0.088 −0.212 0.261
YesFactory 0.000 0.205 −0.427 0.373
YesCivil 0.000 0.249 −0.487 0.483
YesDeath 0.000 0.210 −0.453 0.467
Distance [d] 0.043 0.047 0.000 0.301
LowPerf 0.213 0.155 0.013 0.696

Notes: Pooled over periods (493 observations). LowPerf is the average share of conscripts who failed in Reading, Essay, Math and History. Primary,
YesFactory, YesCivil, YesDeath are mean subtracted. The respective mean values are 0.217, 0.497, 0.487, 0.533. Definitions of other variables are provided
in the main text.

Table 2: Correlation coefficients

(a) Cultural variables

Catholics YesFactory YesCivil YesDeath
Catholics 1.000
YesFactory −0.095 ∗ ∗ 1.000
YesCivil −0.680∗∗∗ 0.380∗∗∗ 1.000
YesDeath 0.490∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.786∗∗∗ 1.000
German −0.076∗ 0.501∗∗∗ 0.258∗∗∗ 0.124∗∗∗

(b) Catholic share and non-cultural indicators

Catholics Primary LowPerf Expenditure Absenteeism
[µ] [log g] [log a]

Catholics 1.000
Primary [µ] 0.316∗∗∗ 1.000
LowPerf 0.186∗∗∗ 0.226∗∗∗ 1.000
Expenditure [log g] −0.391∗∗∗ −0.549∗∗∗ −0.604∗∗∗ 1.000
Absenteeism [log a] −0.376∗∗∗ −0.319∗∗∗ 0.060 0.295∗∗∗ 1.000
Children [n] −0.247∗∗∗ 0.073 0.017 −0.164∗∗∗ 0.190∗∗∗

Notes: Pooled over periods. See notes to Tab. 1 for the definition of LowPerf; other variables are defined in the main text. *** significant at, or below, 1
percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent.



Table 4: Effects on expenditure (controlling for expenditure structure)

Log[g] (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Catholics −0.176∗∗∗ −0.154∗∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗ −0.073 −0.150∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ −0.073 −0.145∗∗∗ −0.527∗∗
(0.047) (0.047) (0.046) (0.060) (0.052) (0.046) (0.058) (0.049) (0.261)

Week 0.019∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.019∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗
(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004)

Class Size −0.306∗∗∗ −0.283∗∗∗ −0.285∗∗∗ −0.274∗∗∗ −0.298∗∗∗ −0.257∗∗∗ −0.268∗∗∗ −0.281∗∗∗ −0.310∗∗∗
(0.093) (0.087) (0.095) (0.085) (0.092) (0.088) (0.084) (0.087) (0.092)

Capital 0.233∗∗∗ 0.224∗∗∗ 0.228∗∗∗ 0.223∗∗∗ 0.233∗∗∗ 0.215∗∗∗ 0.219∗∗∗ 0.225∗∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗
(0.034) (0.035) (0.034) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.035) (0.043)

Poor Training 0.183∗∗ 0.188∗∗ 0.192∗∗ 0.220∗∗∗ 0.215∗∗ 0.192∗∗ 0.218∗∗ 0.202∗∗ 0.251∗∗∗
(0.082) (0.090) (0.080) (0.082) (0.083) (0.088) (0.086) (0.089) (0.084)

Female Teachers 0.287∗∗ 0.329∗∗ 0.278∗∗ 0.341∗∗ 0.314∗∗ 0.313∗∗ 0.350∗∗∗ 0.338∗∗ −0.037
(0.133) (0.132) (0.132) (0.134) (0.138) (0.133) (0.133) (0.134) (0.193)

Clerics −0.976∗∗∗ −1.052∗∗∗ −1.060∗∗∗ −0.891∗∗∗ −0.950∗∗∗ −1.115∗∗∗ −0.933∗∗∗ −1.035∗∗∗ −0.485
(0.136) (0.133) (0.141) (0.129) (0.138) (0.137) (0.132) (0.138) (0.360)

Length of Service 0.385 0.305 0.333 0.305 0.353 0.275 0.278 0.297 −0.085
(0.273) (0.286) (0.264) (0.263) (0.268) (0.272) (0.272) (0.283) (0.282)

Age 0.040 0.062 0.074 0.087 0.049 0.079 0.094 0.064 0.156
(0.263) (0.278) (0.247) (0.254) (0.258) (0.260) (0.261) (0.275) (0.225)

Romansh −0.349∗∗∗ −0.377∗∗∗ −0.378∗∗∗ −0.396∗∗∗ −0.366∗∗∗ −0.406∗∗∗ −0.402∗∗∗ −0.382∗∗∗ −0.296∗∗
(0.093) (0.099) (0.097) (0.101) (0.094) (0.101) (0.105) (0.100) (0.133)

Italian −0.294∗∗∗ −0.275∗∗∗ −0.237∗∗ −0.396∗∗∗ −0.380∗∗∗ −0.216∗∗ −0.374∗∗∗ −0.314∗∗∗ 0.113
(0.101) (0.101) (0.101) (0.094) (0.105) (0.101) (0.096) (0.102) (0.166)

French −0.169∗∗∗ −0.169∗∗∗ −0.134∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.189∗∗∗ −0.125∗∗ −0.190∗∗∗ −0.178∗∗∗ −0.005
(0.052) (0.048) (0.062) (0.052) (0.051) (0.059) (0.051) (0.049) (0.060)

Children −2.366∗∗∗ −2.666∗∗∗ −2.232∗∗∗ −2.163∗∗∗ −2.329∗∗∗ −2.600∗∗∗ −2.329∗∗∗ −2.624∗∗∗ −2.521∗∗
(0.662) (0.689) (0.704) (0.677) (0.668) (0.736) (0.695) (0.695) (1.006)

Primary −1.238∗∗∗ −0.545∗ −1.254∗∗∗ −1.091∗∗∗ −1.183∗∗∗ −0.564 −0.783∗∗ −0.578∗ −0.727∗∗
(0.247) (0.324) (0.263) (0.268) (0.262) (0.350) (0.348) (0.344) (0.320)

Catholics*Primary −1.557∗∗∗ −1.487∗∗ −0.703 −1.429∗∗
(0.575) (0.597) (0.626) (0.609)

YesFactory −0.106 −0.024
(0.153) (0.151)

Catholics*YesFactory 0.395∗∗ 0.293
(0.182) (0.182)

YesCivil −0.334∗∗∗ −0.265∗∗
(0.116) (0.120)

Catholics*YesCivil 0.992∗∗∗ 0.840∗∗∗
(0.207) (0.224)

YesDeath 0.154 0.069
(0.124) (0.123)

Catholics*YesDeath −0.406∗ −0.179
(0.220) (0.217)

Log Next City −0.166∗∗∗
(0.033)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 475

R2 0.763 0.771 0.767 0.779 0.765 0.775 0.781 0.772 0.734

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Time structure (see also Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95,
corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children for 1870, 1880, 1888 and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged
for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German is left-out category; Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean
subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account
for time fixed effects. In column (9) Catholics is instrumented by the distance to Zurich/Geneva.



Table 5: Effects on expenditure (not controlling for expenditure structure)

Log[g] (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Catholics −0.436∗∗∗ −0.402∗∗∗ −0.440∗∗∗ −0.088 −0.295∗∗∗ −0.409∗∗∗ −0.091 −0.293∗∗∗ −0.730∗∗
(0.062) (0.064) (0.063) (0.086) (0.077) (0.064) (0.083) (0.070) (0.310)

Romansh −0.375∗∗∗ −0.389∗∗∗ −0.462∗∗∗ −0.453∗∗∗ −0.427∗∗∗ −0.488∗∗∗ −0.454∗∗∗ −0.434∗∗∗ −0.193
(0.063) (0.085) (0.081) (0.105) (0.085) (0.102) (0.116) (0.104) (0.123)

Italian −0.148∗ −0.062 −0.063 −0.324∗∗∗ −0.388∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.271∗∗∗ −0.270∗ 0.254∗∗
(0.078) (0.103) (0.078) (0.083) (0.120) (0.102) (0.101) (0.141) (0.127)

French 0.014 0.032 0.085 0.024 −0.018 0.102∗∗ 0.042 0.004 0.130∗∗
(0.045) (0.043) (0.052) (0.050) (0.043) (0.049) (0.050) (0.043) (0.057)

Children −4.866∗∗∗ −4.957∗∗∗ −4.958∗∗∗ −3.780∗∗∗ −4.519∗∗∗ −5.215∗∗∗ −3.945∗∗∗ −4.718∗∗∗ −4.891∗∗∗
(0.700) (0.722) (0.762) (0.700) (0.704) (0.792) (0.710) (0.724) (1.203)

Primary −2.056∗∗∗ −0.957∗∗ −1.888∗∗∗ −1.405∗∗∗ −1.766∗∗∗ −0.729∗ −0.900∗∗ −0.894∗∗ −0.644
(0.311) (0.390) (0.343) (0.353) (0.356) (0.428) (0.431) (0.443) (0.394)

Catholics*Primary −2.329∗∗∗ −2.408∗∗∗ −1.085 −1.900∗∗ −1.124
(0.698) (0.714) (0.751) (0.791) (1.038)

YesFactory 0.248 0.376∗
(0.201) (0.192)

Catholics*YesFactory 0.132 −0.090
(0.280) (0.288)

YesCivil −0.214 −0.099
(0.140) (0.142)

Catholics*YesCivil 1.619∗∗∗ 1.381∗∗∗
(0.280) (0.327)

YesDeath 0.118 −0.014
(0.158) (0.163)

Catholics*YesDeath −0.895∗∗∗ −0.587
(0.333) (0.363)

Log Next City −0.175∗∗∗
(0.044)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 475

R2 0.614 0.635 0.624 0.675 0.635 0.646 0.679 0.647 0.592

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Time structure (see also Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95,
corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children for 1870, 1880, 1888 and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged
for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German is left-out category; Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean
subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account
for time fixed effects. In column (9) Catholics is instrumented by the distance to Zurich/Geneva.



Table 6: Effects on absenteeism

Absenteeism (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Catholics −0.128 −0.087 −0.101 −0.033 −0.094 −0.071 −0.034 −0.086 1.700
(0.094) (0.091) (0.095) (0.123) (0.111) (0.093) (0.118) (0.102) (1.109)

Week 0.012∗ 0.008 0.009 0.009 0.011 0.006 0.008 0.008 0.016
(0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.007) (0.013)

Class Size −0.070 −0.039 −0.078 −0.055 −0.064 −0.030 −0.039 −0.041 0.010
(0.117) (0.114) (0.120) (0.111) (0.115) (0.117) (0.112) (0.114) (0.274)

Capital −0.025 −0.028 −0.008 0.006 −0.006 −0.023 −0.006 −0.015 −0.073
(0.067) (0.067) (0.066) (0.069) (0.073) (0.066) (0.068) (0.072) (0.114)

Poor Training −0.690∗∗∗ −0.659∗∗∗ −0.657∗∗∗ −0.610∗∗∗ −0.607∗∗∗ −0.640∗∗∗ −0.613∗∗∗ −0.622∗∗∗ −0.915∗∗∗
(0.165) (0.155) (0.170) (0.158) (0.156) (0.161) (0.154) (0.152) > (0.297)

Female Teachers 0.851∗∗∗ 0.980∗∗∗ 0.872∗∗∗ 0.998∗∗∗ 0.949∗∗∗ 0.978∗∗∗ 1.040∗∗∗ 1.025∗∗∗ 1.529∗∗
(0.184) (0.173) (0.182) (0.179) (0.191) (0.174) (0.176) (0.177) (0.717)

Clerics −0.733∗∗∗ −0.996∗∗∗ −0.922∗∗∗ −0.783∗∗∗ −0.764∗∗∗ −1.133∗∗∗ −0.943∗∗∗ −1.009∗∗∗ −2.137∗∗
(0.226) (0.213) (0.246) (0.238) (0.240) (0.231) (0.243) (0.235) (0.919)

Length of Service 0.016 −0.153 −0.096 −0.040 −0.029 −0.217 −0.137 −0.156 0.733
(0.453) (0.428) (0.459) (0.427) (0.440) (0.430) (0.422) (0.424) (0.857)

Age 0.691 0.756∗ 0.785∗ 0.730∗ 0.676 0.810∗∗ 0.762∗ 0.734∗ 0.612
(0.440) (0.407) (0.445) (0.419) (0.430) (0.407) (0.405) (0.404) (0.629)

Expenditure 0.317∗∗∗ 0.229∗∗ 0.287∗∗∗ 0.191∗∗ 0.287∗∗∗ 0.208∗∗ 0.170∗ 0.223∗∗ 0.911∗∗
(0.096) (0.092) (0.098) (0.093) (0.100) (0.093) (0.093) (0.095) (0.445)

Distance 2.482∗∗∗ 2.378∗∗∗ 2.504∗∗∗ 2.638∗∗∗ 2.791∗∗∗ 2.423∗∗∗ 2.522∗∗∗ 2.533∗∗∗ 0.180
(0.706) (0.674) (0.698) (0.673) (0.688) (0.667) (0.651) (0.657) (1.860)

Romansh 0.035 −0.065 −0.007 −0.090 −0.011 −0.104 −0.119 −0.073 0.622
(0.143) (0.149) (0.159) (0.141) (0.151) (0.148) (0.150) (0.153) (0.507)

Italian 0.009 0.030 0.056 −0.185 −0.188 0.088 −0.113 −0.049 −0.720
(0.134) (0.139) (0.133) (0.149) (0.200) (0.138) (0.158) (0.197) (0.652)

French 0.387∗∗∗ 0.375∗∗∗ 0.393∗∗∗ 0.283∗∗∗ 0.323∗∗∗ 0.404∗∗∗ 0.307∗∗∗ 0.344∗∗∗ 0.322
(0.087) (0.081) (0.097) (0.098) (0.091) (0.093) (0.094) (0.086) (0.211)

Children 4.506∗∗∗ 3.593∗∗∗ 4.876∗∗∗ 4.523∗∗∗ 4.454∗∗∗ 3.821∗∗∗ 3.906∗∗∗ 3.654∗∗∗ 12.150∗∗∗
(0.963) (0.892) (1.014) (0.886) (0.930) (0.937) (0.885) (0.908) (4.536)

Primary −1.379∗∗∗ 0.220 −1.538∗∗∗ −1.476∗∗∗ −1.366∗∗∗ 0.061 −0.373 0.051 −1.850∗∗
(0.397) (0.507) (0.420) (0.420) (0.396) (0.546) (0.564) (0.506) (0.810)

Catholics*Primary −3.826∗∗∗ −3.651∗∗∗ −2.564∗∗ −3.503∗∗∗
(0.901) (0.924) (1.052) (0.992)

YesFactory −0.411 −0.222
(0.277) (0.259)

Catholics*YesFactory 0.814∗∗ 0.593
(0.359) (0.362)

YesCivil −0.796∗∗∗ −0.552∗∗∗
(0.201) (0.209)

Catholics*YesCivil 1.765∗∗∗ 1.231∗∗
(0.420) (0.483)

YesDeath 0.499∗∗ 0.287
(0.244) (0.238)

Catholics*YesDeath −1.034∗∗ −0.479
(0.476) (0.478)

Log Next City 0.068
(0.159)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 475

R2 0.512 0.546 0.521 0.547 0.523 0.551 0.559 0.548 .

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Time structure (see also Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95,
corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children for 1870, 1880, 1888 and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged
for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German is left-out category; Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean
subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account
for time fixed effects. In column (9) Catholics is instrumented by the distance to Zurich/Geneva.



Table 7: Effects on share of low performers (through “home support”)

LowPerf (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Catholics 0.082∗∗∗ 0.084∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.083∗∗∗ 0.174∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.012) (0.012) (0.015) (0.013) (0.012) (0.015) (0.013) (0.065)

Absenteeism 0.022∗∗∗ 0.020∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.024∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.021∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.021∗∗ 0.030∗∗∗
(0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

Week −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.002∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Class Size 0.050∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.016) (0.021)

Capital −0.020∗∗ −0.020∗∗ −0.018∗ −0.021∗∗ −0.022∗∗ −0.018∗∗ −0.022∗∗ −0.022∗∗ −0.022∗∗
(0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009) (0.009)

Poor Training 0.054∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.054∗∗∗ 0.051∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗ 0.032
(0.018) (0.018) (0.019) (0.019) (0.018) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.025)

Female Teachers 0.030 0.036 0.032 0.024 0.021 0.038 0.030 0.027 0.088
(0.033) (0.033) (0.035) (0.033) (0.033) (0.035) (0.033) (0.033) (0.057)

Clerics −0.062 −0.072∗ −0.048 −0.060 −0.056 −0.057 −0.075∗ −0.072∗ −0.150∗∗
(0.038) (0.039) (0.039) (0.039) (0.038) (0.039) (0.039) (0.039) (0.075)

Length of Service −0.233∗∗∗ −0.239∗∗∗ −0.231∗∗∗ −0.231∗∗∗ −0.230∗∗∗ −0.235∗∗∗ −0.239∗∗∗ −0.237∗∗∗ −0.182∗
(0.081) (0.080) (0.080) (0.080) (0.081) (0.079) (0.079) (0.079) (0.094)

Age 0.207∗∗ 0.211∗∗ 0.206∗∗ 0.205∗∗ 0.208∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ 0.209∗∗∗ 0.213∗∗∗ 0.196∗∗
(0.082) (0.081) (0.081) (0.082) (0.082) (0.079) (0.080) (0.080) (0.086)

Expenditure −0.036∗∗∗ −0.038∗∗∗ −0.034∗∗ −0.033∗∗ −0.035∗∗ −0.036∗∗∗ −0.034∗∗ −0.037∗∗∗ −0.004
(0.013) (0.014) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.013) (0.014) (0.026)

Romansh 0.049∗∗∗ 0.045∗∗∗ 0.056∗∗∗ 0.052∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.047∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗
(0.017) (0.016) (0.017) (0.018) (0.016) (0.016) (0.017) (0.016) (0.032)

Italian −0.016 −0.015 −0.029 −0.011 −0.008 −0.027 −0.005 −0.001 −0.077∗
(0.020) (0.019) (0.024) (0.021) (0.022) (0.023) (0.020) (0.021) (0.046)

French −0.003 −0.002 −0.014 −0.001 0.001 −0.012 0.002 0.003 −0.023
(0.012) (0.012) (0.015) (0.013) (0.012) (0.015) (0.013) (0.012) (0.019)

Children 0.459∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗ 0.468∗∗∗ 0.448∗∗∗ 0.449∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗ 0.407∗∗∗ 0.419∗∗∗ 0.585∗∗
(0.134) (0.137) (0.142) (0.136) (0.135) (0.145) (0.141) (0.138) (0.231)

Primary 0.014 0.064 0.010 0.018 0.023 0.061 0.104 0.092 −0.047
(0.055) (0.065) (0.055) (0.058) (0.054) (0.066) (0.072) (0.063) (0.065)

Catholics*Primary −0.125 −0.125 −0.207∗ −0.179∗
(0.102) (0.103) (0.113) (0.104)

YesFactory −0.012 −0.007
(0.027) (0.028)

Catholics*YesFactory −0.041 −0.047
(0.036) (0.037)

YesCivil 0.021 0.039
(0.024) (0.026)

Catholics*YesCivil −0.048 −0.087∗
(0.045) (0.049)

YesDeath −0.042∗ −0.052∗∗
(0.024) (0.024)

Catholics*YesDeath 0.060 0.085∗∗
(0.041) (0.041)

Log Next City 0.017
(0.011)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 475

R2 0.853 0.853 0.854 0.853 0.854 0.855 0.854 0.855 0.853

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Time structure (see also Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95,
corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children for 1870, 1880, 1888 and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged
for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German is left-out category; Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean
subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account
for time fixed effects. In column (9) Catholics is instrumented by the distance to Zurich/Geneva.



Table 8: Second stage of IV regressions (effects through “home support”)

LowPerf (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Absenteeism 0.138∗∗∗ 0.142∗∗∗ 0.133∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.136∗∗∗ 0.132∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.041) (0.035) (0.034) (0.031) (0.037) (0.036) (0.036)

Week −0.003∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.003∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗ −0.003∗∗ −0.003∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Class Size 0.055∗∗ 0.053∗∗ 0.051∗∗ 0.053∗∗ 0.054∗∗ 0.047∗∗ 0.052∗∗ 0.053∗∗
(0.023) (0.023) (0.023) (0.021) (0.021) (0.023) (0.021) (0.021)

Capital −0.012 −0.012 −0.013 −0.017 −0.016 −0.011 −0.017 −0.015
(0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011) (0.012) (0.012)

Poor Training 0.128∗∗∗ 0.128∗∗∗ 0.120∗∗∗ 0.113∗∗∗ 0.106∗∗∗ 0.121∗∗∗ 0.114∗∗∗ 0.110∗∗∗
(0.038) (0.038) (0.036) (0.032) (0.030) (0.036) (0.033) (0.032)

Female Teachers −0.067 −0.083 −0.063 −0.080∗ −0.069∗ −0.074 −0.084∗ −0.079∗
(0.043) (0.050) (0.043) (0.045) (0.041) (0.049) (0.049) (0.046)

Clerics −0.007 0.020 0.023 −0.004 −0.010 0.043 0.004 0.011
(0.043) (0.053) (0.049) (0.042) (0.039) (0.057) (0.048) (0.048)

Length of Service −0.217∗∗ −0.202∗∗ −0.203∗∗ −0.211∗∗ −0.212∗∗ −0.192∗∗ −0.207∗∗ −0.204∗∗
(0.098) (0.099) (0.096) (0.093) (0.092) (0.097) (0.094) (0.094)

Age 0.108 0.099 0.100 0.109 0.123 0.096 0.107 0.116
(0.097) (0.101) (0.094) (0.094) (0.091) (0.097) (0.095) (0.095)

Expenditure −0.075∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗ −0.057∗∗∗ −0.066∗∗∗ −0.062∗∗∗ −0.056∗∗∗ −0.064∗∗∗
(0.022) (0.020) (0.021) (0.019) (0.020) (0.019) (0.019) (0.020)

Romansh 0.043∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗∗ 0.059∗∗∗ 0.049∗∗∗ 0.063∗∗∗ 0.061∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗
(0.017) (0.019) (0.018) (0.019) (0.017) (0.019) (0.020) (0.018)

Italian −0.013 −0.015 −0.029 0.011 0.009 −0.031 0.009 0.001
(0.021) (0.024) (0.021) (0.024) (0.025) (0.024) (0.025) (0.027)

French −0.052∗∗ −0.052∗∗ −0.059∗∗∗ −0.035∗ −0.037∗∗ −0.061∗∗∗ −0.036∗ −0.040∗∗
(0.021) (0.022) (0.022) (0.018) (0.018) (0.023) (0.019) (0.019)

Catholics 0.091∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗ 0.087∗∗∗ 0.080∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗ 0.085∗∗∗ 0.081∗∗∗ 0.088∗∗∗
(0.015) (0.015) (0.015) (0.018) (0.016) (0.015) (0.018) (0.016)

Children −0.152 −0.085 −0.161 −0.122 −0.073 −0.086 −0.105 −0.048
(0.278) (0.256) (0.273) (0.255) (0.239) (0.249) (0.247) (0.234)

Primary 0.157∗ 0.015 0.166∗ 0.167∗ 0.143∗ 0.036 0.125 0.058
(0.090) (0.094) (0.091) (0.088) (0.078) (0.098) (0.100) (0.090)

Catholics*Primary 0.353 0.304 0.102 0.231
(0.218) (0.203) (0.176) (0.194)

YesFactory 0.039 0.024
(0.043) (0.042)

Catholics*YesFactory −0.129∗∗ −0.113∗∗
(0.054) (0.053)

YesCivil 0.108∗∗∗ 0.100∗∗
(0.040) (0.038)

Catholics*YesCivil −0.224∗∗∗ −0.206∗∗
(0.085) (0.080)

YesDeath −0.078∗∗ −0.067∗
(0.037) (0.038)

Catholics*YesDeath 0.132∗∗ 0.102
(0.064) (0.063)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493 493 493 493

R2 0.746 0.743 0.759 0.768 0.777 0.757 0.765 0.769

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Absenteeism is instrumented by Distance. For first stage results see Tab. 6.
Time structure (see also Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95, corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children
for 1870, 1880, 1888 and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German
is left-out category; Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5
percent, * significant at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account for time fixed effects.



Table 9: With language interactions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Dependent variable Expenditure Expenditure Absenteeism Low Performers Low Performers

Catholics −0.107∗ −0.367∗∗∗ −0.028 0.071∗∗∗ 0.066∗∗∗
(0.059) (0.079) (0.105) (0.012) (0.017)

Romansh −0.341∗∗∗ −0.481∗∗∗ −0.030 0.070∗∗∗ 0.055∗∗
(0.123) (0.083) (0.255) (0.023) (0.024)

Italian −0.064 −0.036 0.431∗ 0.078∗∗ −0.013
(0.171) (0.079) (0.244) (0.035) (0.050)

French −0.079 0.108∗∗ 0.513∗∗∗ −0.031∗ −0.094∗∗∗
(0.056) (0.051) (0.088) (0.016) (0.026)

Children −2.341∗∗∗ −4.771∗∗∗ 4.493∗∗∗ 0.443∗∗∗ −0.166
(0.675) (0.719) (0.971) (0.138) (0.282)

Primary −1.224∗∗∗ −1.997∗∗∗ −1.382∗∗∗ 0.033 0.175∗∗
(0.253) (0.315) (0.395) (0.055) (0.087)

Catholics*Romansh −0.028 0.213∗ 0.110 −0.024 −0.005
(0.122) (0.120) (0.355) (0.021) (0.027)

Catholics*Italian −0.289 −0.164 −0.530 −0.100∗∗ 0.015
(0.241) (0.150) (0.358) (0.049) (0.068)

Catholics*French −0.207∗∗ −0.244∗ −0.305∗ 0.051∗∗ 0.089∗∗∗
(0.080) (0.125) (0.182) (0.022) (0.025)

Week 0.017∗∗∗ 0.010 −0.001 −0.002∗
(0.004) (0.006) (0.001) (0.001)

Class Size −0.280∗∗∗ −0.037 0.050∗∗∗ 0.050∗∗
(0.092) (0.113) (0.016) (0.022)

Capital 0.231∗∗∗ −0.023 −0.023∗∗∗ −0.014
(0.033) (0.068) (0.008) (0.011)

Poor Training 0.157∗ −0.719∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗
(0.082) (0.161) (0.020) (0.039)

Female Teachers 0.301∗∗ 0.892∗∗∗ 0.047 −0.063
(0.149) (0.210) (0.036) (0.053)

Clerics −1.027∗∗∗ −0.838∗∗∗ −0.067 0.010
(0.159) (0.248) (0.041) (0.052)

Length of Service 0.398 0.044 −0.230∗∗∗ −0.220∗∗
(0.276) (0.455) (0.080) (0.099)

Age 0.041 0.697 0.203∗∗ 0.103
(0.265) (0.438) (0.081) (0.097)

Expenditure 0.286∗∗∗ −0.032∗∗ −0.068∗∗∗
(0.096) (0.013) (0.022)

Distance 2.382∗∗∗
(0.713)

Absenteeism 0.024∗∗∗ 0.141∗∗∗
(0.008) (0.039)

Obs. 493 493 493 493 493

R2 0.768 0.621 0.519 0.856 0.749

Notes: Standard errors adjusted for intragroup correlation in parentheses. Absenteeism is instrumented by Distance in column (5). Time structure (see also
Tab. 3): School inputs for 1871/72, 1881/82, 1894/95, corresponding to Catholic share, agricultural share and number of children for 1870, 1880, 1888
and dependent variable (see notes to Tab. 1) averaged for 1875-79, 1885-89, 1899-1903, respectively; language dummies: German is left-out category;
Primary, YesFactory, YesCivil and YesDeath are mean subtracted. *** significant at, or below, 1 percent, ** significant at, or below, 5 percent, * significant
at, or below, 10 percent. The regressions account for time fixed effects.


